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Abstract

A new method for sampling the exact (within the nodal error) ground state distribution

and nondiflPerential properties of multielectron systems is developed and applied to first-

row atoms. Calculated properties are the distribution moments and the electronic density

at the nucleus (the 6 operator). For this purpose, new simple trial functions are developed

and optimized.

First, using Hydrogen as a test case, we demonstrate the accuracy of our algorithm

and its sensitivity to error in the trial function. Applications to first row atoms are then

described. We obtain results which are more satisfactory than the ones obtained previ-

ously using Monte Carlo methods, despite the relative crudeness of our trial functions.

Also, a comparison is made with results of highly accurate post-Hartree Fock calculations,

thereby illuminating the nodal error in our estimates.

Taking into account the CPU time spent, our results, particularly for the 8 operator,

have a relatively large variance. Several ways of improving the eflSciency together with

some extensions of the algorithm are suggested.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Diffusion quantum Monte Carlo (DMC) is one of the simplest of the various Monte

Carlo techniques available to solve the Schrodinger equation [2] . For a variety of small

atoms and molecules, DMC has been shown to be capable of providing an estimate of

the ground state energy with an accuracy comparable to good quality Configuration

Interaction calculations.

When applied to properties other than the ground state energy, the difficulty posed

by DMC relates to the fact that the sampled electron distribution (in the limit of zero

time step) is given by ^<^05 where -0 is a specified trial function, and </>o is the unknown

exact wave function of the system. The expectation value of a nondifferential property

A in this "mixed" distribution

J A{x)7p(t)odx . .

^"^^^^^ =
Ji;<Podx

^^'^^

is thus subject to a relatively large error compared to the desired "exact" answer

JA{x)(l)ldx , .

In this thesis we explore an algorithm that samples the ground state distribution

(j>l
(within the so-called nodal error, described in Section 3.1) and apply it to first-row

atoms. The algorithm is based primarily on the basic ideas proposed by East et al. [16]

and the following comment by Reynolds [31]. Also, we used some recent developments

in Monte Carlo algorithms, particularly those by Umrigar and coworkers ([36, 37]).
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In applications to estimate non-differential properties of atomic ground states, results

obtained are compared with those from more "traditional" post-Hartree-Fock calculations

([6, 22, 18, 17, 28, 23]) and recent Monte Carlo simulations by Alexander et al. [1].

The organization of this Thesis is as follows: In Chapters 2 and 3 we explain the

basic theory of Variational and Diffusion Monte Carlo simulations. In Chapter 4 we

present the theory of our Ground State Distribution Diffusion Monte Carlo algorithm.

Chapter 5 contains a description of the computational implementation. In Chapter 6 we

describe our technique of sampling the electronic density at the nucleus, a quantity of

particular interest. Our calculated results are presented in Chapters 7 (H, as a test case)

and 8 (atoms Li-Ne). Comments, suggestions and conclusions are discussed in Chapter 9.

Appendices describe the technical details of optimization, the short time Green's function

derivation, cusp conditions, the concept of autocorrelation time and truncations.

Throughout the thesis (unless otherwise noted) we use atomic units. By (po we denote

an (unknown) ground state; ip, in turn, usually denotes a trial function, i.e. a closed-form

expression, chosen such as to approximate the unknown ground state. Symbols x, y, etc

denote a 3N-dimensional variable (N is the number of electrons) describing a point in the

configurational space, i.e. the positions of all electrons in a particular configuration. Bold

symbols such as r denote usual 3-dimensional vectors, while r = |r| is the distance of a

particle from the origin. Derivative symbols V and A = V^ mean derivatives with respect

to all (usually 3A^) coordinates (e.g., V'0(j;) is a 3A^-dimensional vector of derivatives of

tp with respect to 3A^ coordinates of x). Derivatives with respect to the coordinates of

electron i will be denoted as Vj and Aj. Note that, occasionally, the symbol A is used

to denote a change in a variable.





Chapter 2

Variational Monte Carlo

In this Chapter we present an introduction to Variational Monte Carlo (VMC), usually

a starting point for all Quantum Monte Carlo calculations.

2.1 General theory

Variational Monte Carlo (VMC) evaluates the expectation value of a quantity ^4 in a

state given by its wave function tp:

- _ srUdx

This expression involves multidimensional integrals, which (unless their special form per-

mits analytical integration) are most efficiently treated by a Monte Carlo integration.

Equation (2.1) can be recast in the following form:

where

X.W =^ (2.3)

is a "local" quantity corresponding to A, and we assume a real tjj. The notation {Ai)^2

denotes the average oi Ai with respect to probability density function
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The basic idea of Monte Carlo integration is expressed as follows:

/ f{x)dx^Y.fi^i) (2-5)

where the points Xi are distributed uniformly in the integrated region S.

If f{x) is appreciably different from only in a small subregion of S, the above method

is very inefficient, since most of the points do not contribute significantly to the average.

It is better to concentrate more points in the important regions; the above simple formula

is then modified as follows:

//(.)dx. ^y/(-f(f) (2.6)
JS Zi=iW{Xi)

where

.(.) =^ (2.7)

If we take p{x) as the electron density 7p^{x) (in accord with Eq. (2.4)), the integral

in (2.1) is evaluated as a simple sum

<^')^^=/^^7^'^^= ..,5:
AUx) (2.8)

•' ^ points drawn from V

When evaluating averages of quantities whose important regions do not coincide with

regions of large ip^ix), one can use a different weight function.

2.2 The Generalized Metropolis Algorithm

In many practical applications, including VMC, we have to deal with the following prob-

lem: How does one generate a sample from a discrete^ probability density distribution pi

(i 6 {1,2,..., AT})?

^Ebctension to a continuous case is straightforward.
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If the values of pi are easy to calculate, the problem is not very difficult: We could,

for example, divide the interval [0, 1] into A'^ disjoint line segments with lengths Pi, i E

{1,2, . . ., A/^}, and generate uniform random numbers between and 1. Each random

number would then represent an event i—based on the line segment the random number

falls into.

However, in many physically interesting situations it is very difficult to calculate the

values of Pi directly. It is much easier to calculate the ratio Pi/pj for any i and j instead^.

As originally pointed out by Metropolis et ah [27], knowledge of relative probabilities

PilPj for any i and j is sufficient to generate a sample from the probability distribution

Pi. It is possible to do so by using the so-called Metropolis algorithm.

In its generalized form the Metropolis algorithm can be described as follows^:

• pick an arbitrary initial state i

• being in a state i, propose a move to a state j with a probability Tj^i

• accept the proposed move from i to j with a probability Bj^i

• depending on whether the proposed move was accepted or rejected, the new state

will be j or i, respectively

• repeat the last three steps

It is not very difficult to see that if the detailed balance condition

^A typical example may be the Boltzman distribution Cexp[—E/{kT)], where E is energy of a

system, T is its temperature, and A; is the Boltzman constant. The normalization constant C is usually

unknown and very difficult to calculate. However, the constant is not needed if we work only with

relative probabilities exp[—AE/{kT)], where AE represents the energy difference between two states.

^As implicitly assumed, < Bji <1, and Tj , is a probability transition matrix, i.e. < Tj^i < 1 and
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is satisfied, then pi is an equilibrium distribution for the process described^.

The detailed balance condition can be satisfied by many different choices of Tj^i and

Bj^i. A very common choice for the latter is

Bj,i = jmn(l,^^] (2.9)

\ Pi '3,iJ

The selection of the transition probability matrix Tj^i varies from problem to problem.

We note that the conditions for Tj^i and Bj^j, which would assure both the stability

of the process and its convergence to the probability distribution pi are not easy to

formulate. Throughout this thesis we assume that our choice of Tj^i and Bj^i gives a

stable and convergent algorithm, and we do not attempt to actually prove it.

When starting from an arbitrary distribution p' of states, a certain number of the

above described iterations have to be made before the distribution of states will corre-

spond to p. These iterations are usually called the "equilibration", and their number

is not easy to estimate beforehand. One usually monitors systematic changes in some

average quantities (e.g. the energy) for the ensemble of walkers, and when these cease,

the ensemble is assumed to be "equilibrated" , i.e. to correspond to distribution p.

In Variational Monte Carlo, one uses the Generalized Metropolis Algorithm to gen-

erate an ensemble of configurations corresponding to the probability density p{x) =

ip^{x)/ Jip^{x)dx, where -^^ is a given wavefunction. In the following sections we will

discuss two special choices of the matrix T. The first (Section 2.3) makes the acceptance

probability matrix as close to one as possible, and is closely related to Diffusion Monte

Carlo, the core of our work. The second possibility (Section 2.4) aims at making large

moves while maintaining an acceptable acceptance probability.

^Detailed balance means that for the equiUbrium distribution p the probability of going from the i*^

state to the j*^ state is the same as the probabiUty of going from the j*^ state to the «*'* state for all

states i and j. In this sense, the probabiUty distribution p is 'balanced'.
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2.3 Choice of the transition probability matrix making the acceptance prob-

ability close to one

The theoretical part of this section was not a component of our research. The description

is taken (with small modifications) from Dobos [15]

.

Since we will be dealing with a continuous case of moving configurations in a SAT-

dimensional space, we will change the i,j, ... index notation to x, a;', ... (SA^-dimensional)

parameter notation, i.e. we will write T{x', x) instead of Tjj etc.

We would like to choose T{x',x) resulting in the acceptance probabilities B{x',x)

close to one. In the ideal case B{x',x) = 1, and the detailed balance condition becomes

p{x')T{x,x')=p{x)T{x',x)

Integration of the last equation over all x' values gives^

fp{x')T{x,x')dx' = p{x)

In terms of the density ^p'^, the requirement on T(x', x) is

f T{x, x') tP^x') dx' = iP^{x) (2.10)

Now, to satisfy the last condition, we do a step, which may look a bit artificial^, but

gives us a hint how to obtain a good T{x', x).

Let us consider a partial differential equation

iAp - V(F(x)p) = g (2.11)

describing a diffusion process combined with a flow with velocity

Vip{x)
F{x) =

ip{x)

^Recall that T{x',x) is a transition probability matrix, and therefore jT{x\x)dx' = 1 for all x.

®In context of DMC this step is very natural.
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It is straightforward to verify that the stationary solution of the equation (2.11) is iIj^{x).

Consider the Green's function G{x\x,t), a solution of (2.11) satisfying the initial

condition

G{x\x,0) = 6{x-x')

It has the following two properties:

• T{x',x) = G{x',x,t) satisfies (2.10) for any r.

• Starting from any function'^ Pi, consecutive application oiT(x\ x) = G{x' , x, r) (i.e.,

performing steps in terms of the Metropolis algorithm) changes pi to the stable^

solution p = ip'^.

Hence, a suitable choice for T{x',x) is G{x',x,t) for any r. Unfortunately, for a

general F{x), i.e. for a general tfj, the analytical form of G{x', x, r) is not known. There-

fore, we have to find an approximation of G(x',x^t), and use this approximation as the

transition probability matrix T(x', x). Then the acceptance probabilities B{x\ x) are not

equal to one. However, if the approximation of the Green function G{x\x,t) is good

enough, the acceptance probabilities are close to one.

In Appendix C we give an intuitive derivation of the short time approximation to the

exact Green's function; the result is

{x'-x-tF{x))''
^(^'^^>^)-

(2^^)3Ar/2 ^^P (2.12)
2r

According to the previous discussion, this formula represents the transition probability

matrix T{x', x) describing moves in the Metropolis algorithm.

'^Ignoring some technical details concerning smoothness of pi and its overlap with stationary solutions

of (2.11).

®We are not going to explore the stability of the solution in any details. We just note that for

physically acceptable ^'s (square-integrable continous functions) the procedure seems to be stable.
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This choice of T{x', x) has several drawbacks. The most serious one is that the

quantity

ipix)

diverges at the nodes of the wavefunction i/j. For a configuration near a node a very large

move (to a point x' with very small ip{x')) will be proposed, which is very likely to be

rejected because of the il;^{x')/ip'^{x) ratio in the acceptance matrix B{x',x). Thus such

a configuration gets "locked" for many (sometimes hundreds) iterations, increasing the

correlation time beyond any reasonable range (for a discussion on "locked" configurations

and their detrimental effect on the simulation, see Bueckert et al. [5]). In Section 3.3 we

discuss how to remedy this problem.

Another problem is that for small r values, the Green's function effectively prevents

configurations from crossing nodes: F{x) is always directed away from the node. This

not only makes equilibration very long and hard to monitor, it also increases the autocor-

relation time by keeping walkers in certain regions of the configuration space rather than

allowing them to sample the whole space. The improvements suggested in Section 3.3

alleviate this problem as well.

Even notwithstanding the nodal diflSculties, r values have to be rather small to make

the acceptance rate close to 1, thus making attempted moves small and autocorrelation

time relatively large.

2.4 Choice of the transition probability matrix leading to large moves with

reasonable acceptance rate

Umrigar [36] suggested a transition probability matrix which takes advantage of the

particular nature of atomic calculations: moves are done in spherical polar coordinates.

The paper does not give the explicit form of the T matrix; however, it served as an
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inspiration for us to construct the following movement scheme.

We work in spherical polar coordinates (with the same origin as the cartesian coor-

dinates; in our work that means centering on the atomic nucleus, here assumed to be

infinitely massive); i.e. each electron has coordinates r = (r, 9, (p). Electrons are moved

"one by one" , i.e. each electron's move is accepted or rejected separately, and the wave

function is updated after each move.

Suppose a particular electron has coordinates

r = (r, 9, (f)

before the move. We propose new 9' and (p' such that the point they describe on a sphere

with radius r is drawn from a uniform density (on the sphere). This means choosing ip'

uniformly from (0, 27r), and cos^' uniformly from (—1, 1). This is the simplest possible

choice — it is cleair that it will not be efficient for complicated systems, but in our

simulations it performed well.

The new radial coordinate r' is drawn from a distribution of type

2 _ r'2

/^(^'^ f) = ^0/ y^ ^^ with r',r>0
K^\r)

where R{r) is a (positive) function of the electron's initial position (more precisely, only

of its distance from the origin). While this distribution seems more complicated than the

traditional Gaussian, it actually requires less CPU time (and random number generator

calls) to draw a number from this distribution than from a Gaussian. Note that this

distribution is defined only for positive r',r^R, and has a node at r' = (i.e. at the

origin).

The transition matrix T(r', r) is not given directly as

—p{r', r)
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with the I/Att factor being the probability density of choosing a particular {6',(p'). In-

stead, we have

nr;r) = ^pir',r)

since, by choosing the new r', we sample a sphere with area 47rr'^, and the probability

density of choosing a particular point on the sphere is inversely proportional to its area.

Thus, the acceptance matrix element for a move t' <r- t with required electronic

densities p(r', . . .) and p(r, . .
.)

(with . . . representing positions of other electrons that are

held constant during the move) is given as

piT\...)Tir,T')\
B{t\t) = min 1,

(2.13)

p(r,...)T(r',r)

p{T',...)r' R'^ir) r . r2 r'^
= min 1,-7 r- „»/ /\ ^^P

V Kr,...) r R^{r') ^i?2(r') R'^(r)\

where all normalization factors of type 47r, etc have dropped out.

The function R{r) (which gives the position of the maximum of the p{r', r) distribu-

tion) was chosen according to these rules:

• for r and r' small, the acceptance rate is governed basically by the r'/r term. Thus

it is advantageous to place the maximum of p(r', r) to a value larger than r.

• for r large, the acceptance rate is basically governed by the exponential fall of

the atomic wave function. Thus it is advantageous to place the maximum of

p{r', r) closer to the nucleus than r. However, to make all possible configurations

accessible^, one should be careful not to make R{r) much smaller than r.

After some trial and error, we have chosen the following form of R{r):

R{r) =
''

(2.14)

^max(a, 1 + p{r - 7))

*A necessary condition for obtaining an unbiased distribution
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where a, (3 and 7 are numerical parameters chosen as

P ^ Smost diffuse orbital

a e (0.01,0.05)

7 e (0.1,0.5)

depending on the specific system sampled. Of course, the sampled values of quantities

are independent (within the statistical error) of these parameters; only efficiency (the

correlation time, or, in other words, the statistical error obtained with a fixed number of

iterations) is aflFected.

Our simplified spherical sampling does not perform as well as the one described in [36]

(a comparison based on autocorrelation time data provided in the paper); however, it

clearly outperforms the approach mentioned in Section 2.3: it gives much lower autocor-

relation times (furthermore, the autocorrelation time shows no systematic increase with

the atomic number). Furthermore, there are no problems with sampling the vicinity of

nodes; the acceptance rate seems to be quite uniform, and locked^° configurations do not

occur.

Unlike the concepts described in Section 2.3, which are applicable to VMC and its

extension to DMC, the use of spherical moves in VMC does not have a direct extension

in DMC.

For more complicated systems, it is possible to change the uniform angular sampling

to a scheme where new positions depend on the old ones and moves are smaller (which

positively affects the acceptance rate). Also, moves in the radial direction can be drawn

from a Gaussian distribution centered at r, with the advantage of having a possibility to

adjust the size of the average move to fit a particular system. These ideas have not been

explored in this thesis.

^°Configurations that have not moved for a large number (say 20) iterations





Chapter 3

Diffusion Monte Carlo

3.1 Basic theory

The term Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) is usually used for a numerical procedure to find

the lowest eigenstate (po of a quantum mechanical hamiltonian H = T + V. We will not

give a detailed introduction (it can be found in any of several texts, e.g. [20, 2]); instead,

we will give a brief description of basic DMC theory and concentrate on particular aspects

relevant to our work.

In DMC one stochastically solves the following equation (sometimes called the modi-

fied Schrodinger equation in imaginary time) for a function f{x, t) (where x now denotes

a 3A^-dimensional vector in the configurational space and t is time):

^^ = ^Af(x, t) - V(F(x)/(:r, t)) - (El{x) - ET)f{x, t) (3.1)

where

with il;{x) being a trial function chosen such as to approximate the ground state (po as

close as possible, and Et is a constant.

It is straightforward to verify that the stationary solution of the modified Schrodinger

equation is

f{x,t) = f{x) = (l)o{x)ip{x)

13
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The modified Schrodinger equation (3.1) can be rewritten as an integral equation

using its Green's function G{x',x,t):

f(x\ t-\-T) = J G{x', X, T)f{x, t) dx (3.4)

In the context of Monte Carlo, / must be interpretable as a probability density, i.e.

must be normalizable^ and everywhere positive. This means that <^o ^ind ip must have

the same nodes. In practice, however, the location of nodes of 0o is not known (and,

except for special cases, is different from the nodes of ip). Thus the simulated stationary

solution will not be / = <^o'05 but a function /' = (pQip, where (/>[) satisfies the boundary

condition of being zero at the nodes of ip.

DMC provides an exact solution to the Schrodinger equation in every region enclosed

by the nodal surfaces of ip (in the sense of generating distribution (pQip, with cpQ being

the exact solution). The difference between the simulated distribution (pQip and the exact

one (pQijj is called the nodal error.

Although the Green's function is, in general, unknown, a so-called short time approx-

imation can be derived (Appendix C):

(x' -X- TF{x)y
<^(^^^^^)^ (2^^)3N/2 ^^P

^-iEL(x)-ET)r
(35)

2t

Monte Carlo can simulate the integral form (3.4) of the modified Schrodinger equation

as follows: /(x, t) is represented by an ensemble of walkers (configurations) moving in 3N

dimensions (represented by N "electrons" moving in 3 dimensions each). The integral

Schrodinger equation (3.4) is simulated as follows:

• The first part of G, i.e. the normalized Gaussian function, represents two consec-

utive processes: first is a shift ("drift") from a; to x" = x -1- rF{x), where, if r is

interpreted as a time step, F{x) will represent the velocity of the move. The second

^This requirement is fulfilled very easily, since one usually takes a normalizable ijj
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process is diflFusion from x" to x'. This can be simulated by a random move from

x" to x' with the probability density

{x'-xy
(27rr)3^/2

exp
2t

This is a Gaussian probability density centered at x" = x + rF{x) with variance r.

• The second part of G represents growth (or decay) of the density of walkers. This

part can be simulated by carrying a weight for each walker (configuration); the

weight Wi^ of the i-th walker after iteration j is given (recurrently) as

Wij = ^ij-ie-(^^-^^^^ = Wi^.ihi^ (3.6)

where hi^ is called the i, j-th branching factor, and is given as

hij = e-(^^:»^-^^)'' (3.7)

In terms of x and x', the value of Emj may be taken as [El{x') H- El{x)]/2.

Two technical problems arise in such a simulation: a weight variance problem and

the inaccuracies of the short time approximate Green's function near the nodes and the

nucleus. The former is dealt with below; the latter in Section 3.3.

3.2 Weight variance problem

East et al. [16] have shown that the variance of the weights is proportional to the number

of iterations: for weights

wi^

=

n e-(^--*-^^)^

the variance is given as

yai{wij} = En e-(^^=''*-^^^War{^z,}
1=1 k=i
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which, for a large j, can be (for the purpose of determining the j-dependence) approxi-

mated as

i

y&i{wij } ^ Y^TWij Var{J^L }
1=1

= jrwijVaiT{EL}

(This approximation rests on our ignoring the fact that one of the branching factors is

missing from Wij.) This expression is proportional to j, meaning that for a large number

of iterations the variance of the weights ruins the statistical efficiency of the simulation.

Two remedies of this problem are possible: One may "copy" walkers with large

weights, i.e. split them into more walkers with lower weights, and delete walkers with low

weights such that, statistically, the ensemble remains the same. This procedure (usually

simplified by replacing carrying the weights by a stochastic multiplication and deletion)

is referred to as "branching" and is the most common procedure in use (see e.g. [2, 37]).

The second possibility (used e.g. by East et al. [16]) is to not carry weights based

on branching factors from all previous iterations^ but only from a certain number, say

L, of the most recent iterations. In other words, one keeps a stack of the L most recent

branching factors hi^-i+i • . . h^j for each configuration. The weight wi^ is then given as

3

^ij= n hk
k=j-L

Of course, this truncation introduces a bias, but one which can be made simulation time

step dependent by changing L with r. For an unbiased value, we take the r —* limit,

where

L (X —

and

a; > 1
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To avoid the weight variance problem, uj must obey

Details of this analysis can be found in East et al. [16].

3.3 Improved short time approximation

As pointed out by Umrigar et al. [37] , the approximations used in deriving the short time

Green's function G{x, y, r) (Eq. (3.5)) are not appropriate in the vicinity of nodes of the

function ip (where both F and E^ usually diverge), and in the vicinity of nuclei (where

F has a discontinuity, and for wavefunctions ip that do not obey the cusp conditions Ei

diverges). Their paper describes ways of improving the Green's function and thus the

efficiency of the simulation. We found the suggested improvements very important —

the gain in efficiency can be estimated as hundreds to thousands. In the following, we

present the improvements more or less as they appear in [37]. It should be noted that

our term "Mixed Distribution DMC" actually corresponds to Umrigar's et al "Improved

DMC" . Also, most of the improvements described below are also applicable to the variety

of VMC that uses a simplified approximate Green's function (Eq. (2.12) in Section 2.3).

3.3.1 Inclusion of a Metropolis accept/reject step

If the simulated equation is

^^ = \Af{x) - V{F{x)f{x))

i.e. the "source" term {Ei{x) — ET)f{x) is left out of (3.1), it easy to verify that the

stationary solution is

S{x,t)='il;\x)
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The simulation of the part of the Green's function (3.5) corresponding to this equation,

i.e. the drift and diffusion part without the branching weights, will thus result in the

variational distribution ip^{x) in the r —> limit.

The efficiency of this simulation can be greatly increased by incorporating a Metropo-

lis decision for each move, making the simulation identical to the scheme described in

Section 2.3. The accept/reject step will change the simulated distribution to ip^{x) for

all T values, thus making the importance sampling (i.e., distributing walkers according

to ip^{x)) perfect even for finite r ^0.

The fact that some moves are rejected means that the rate of diffusion will be changed

as well. Without the accept/reject step, the mean squared distance in 3A'^ dimensions^

traveled by a configuration in the diffusion move is^

{(Axdiff)') = 3iVr

The value of r has therefore the meaning of the mean squared traveled distance in each

dimension:

((A^aiffn

3iV

This value enters the branching factors (3.7) in the exponent multiplying the energy

expression. When the Metropolis step is included, ((Aa;)^) will change, and this should

^If the traveled vector is Ax with components (Aa;)i, ..., {Ax)3n, the distance is given as

|Ax| = y/{Ax)l + ... + {Ax)ll3N

^This idea, together with its consequence on the time step value used in the branching factor

(Eq. (3.8)) was first proposed by Reynolds et al. [33].
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be'* reflected in the branching factors. The correction is^

/,. . _ p-t'{El-Et)
w,j — e

with

((Axdiff)2> ^ ^

where

p=\-q = B{x\x) (3.9)

is the acceptance ratio for a proposed move x' ^r- x (Eq. 2.9). Expression (3.8) is

equivalent to

((AXdiffJaccepted)
T = T

((AXdiff)proposed)

but has somewhat less variance.

A theoretical justification of the Metropolis step inclusion can be stated as follows:

as r —>^ 0, the acceptance matrix B{x',x) of Eq. (2.9) will approach 1, thus making the

distinction between simulation with and without the rejection step unimportant in the

T —> limit. One should note that while the variational distribution can be made exact

for finite r > 0, the branching factors are still only approximate (and exact only in the

r —> hmit), thus retaining the need for extrapolating obtained simulation results to

r = 0.

It can also be argued [37] that at finite r > 0, the Green's function simulated with

the Metropolis step included is a better approximation to the (unknown) true Green's

function of the modified Schrodinger equation.

^In the limit of r ^ 0, all steps are accepted, and ((Ax)^) = 3iVr even with the Metropolis step

incorporated. The extrapolation will therefore remove the bias even if we did not treat this problem at

all. However, to decrease the time step bias, it is advantageous to use this corrected form of r.

^We use a different form of the branching factors (see (3.12)), where corrections to E^ — Et, given

in the following subsection, are incorporated as well.
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3.3.2 Nodal singularities

Even with the MetropoUs accept/reject step incorporated, nodal singularities need special

treatment. For a generic wavefunction ip, the "velocity"

tp(x)

and the local energy

„ , . 1 Atbix) ^^, .

diverge in general near the nodes, and the approximate Green's function G{x',x,r) be-

comes singular. The reason is that the assumptions made in deriving it, i.e. that

F w const

and

El « const

along the path of the particle, are clearly invalid near the nodes. For a point x near a

node one can make a more realistic assumption:

W'tp{x) « const = B

Atp{x) w const = C

The value of 7p itself can be approximated as

ij{x) w Dx±

where D is a constant, and x± is the distance of x from the nodal surface (in the 3iV-

dimensional space).

Thus, we can write

V x±
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and

^.(.)4^

The resulting equations of motion for a configuration at position x can be integrated

and give a correction of the drift velocity: instead of F(a;) = V'ip{x)/tp{x), F{x) given as

-1 + Jl + 2F^(x)t

^(^) = W)r ^(-^

should be used.

One can make an assumption intermediate between F — Vip/tfj being constant (ap-

proximation good far from nodes) and V^ being constant (good close to a node) by

introducing a parameter a in the range between and 1, and setting

-1 + Jl + 2aF^(x)T
^(^) =

aF^i.)r
^(-)

With this choice, the small F'^{x)t limit is unchanged, but the large F'^{x)t limit is

In the actual calculations a more complicated form of the drift velocity was used to

move electron configurations. The drift velocity F is also large near the nucleus, where

Vil)/^!} oc Z, and this needs to be distinguished from F being large near a node. For this

purpose, first of all the drift F of the whole iV-electron configuration is broken down into

its 1-electron components Vj:

-1 + Jl + 2av?r
Vi = ^ ^Vi (3.10)

avfr

Secondly, the parameter a is made position dependent and has a different value for each

electron: a —> ai(ri) given by

1 ZV?
2' * *' 10(4 + Z2r?)
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where fj is the unit vector from the nucleus to the electron at position Tj, and Vf is

the unit vector corresponding to Vi; only the orders of magnitude of the quantities in

the last equation have physical significance. The motivation for this form is that the

term |(1 + Vj • fj) is one if the velocity is directed away from the nucleus, an indication

of the proximity of a node. The second term ensures that a is never very small when

the electron is far from the nucleus, thus ensuring reasonably small values of the drift

velocity.

As for the local energy, a similar correction can be derived: this results in

El{x) = El{x)
F\x)

, ,
^

^
(3.11)

rather than the usual Ei(x). Thus, the branching factor for the move between x' and x

is given as

= exp{-r'[5(x',x)-jE;r]} (3.12)

with t' from (3.8) and p, q from (3.9), and we denoted

S{x\ X) i? |[^i(x') + Ei^{x)\ + qEi^ix). (3.13)

It should be noted that the branching factor correction (3.12) was derived assuming

a single constant a, while in practice F"^ is calculated by summing the squared single

electron velocities Vj. For small r values, branching factors calculated from (3.12) differ

from the usual

h = exp |-r' [^[El{x') + El(x)] + qE^ix) - Et\
}

(3.14)

only in the immediate vicinity of nodes. Hence we always use the definition (3.12) for

our branching factors. It is also worth noting that while both E^ and F are singular at

the nodes as l/x±, F and hence the whole branching factor b are not. Also note that the

above expressions assume constant Et-
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3.3.3 Inaccuracies near the nucleus

Near the nucleus the drift velocity F is oriented approximately towards the nucleus, and

for wavefunctions satisfying the correct cusp conditions has magnitude approximately

equal to Z. Thus a discontinuity in F at the nucleus arises, causing the electrons moved

according to the approximate Green's function to "overshoot" the nucleus. Further-

more, the true Green's function has a cusp at the nucleus, which cannot be reproduced

(although, for very small r, it can be approximated) by a Gaussian. Thus either the elec-

tron distribution at the nucleus depends strongly on r (if the Metropolis accept/reject

step is omitted), or electrons near the nucleus will have a relatively large rejection rate

(if the Metropolis decision is included). Both cases lead to a need of using very small r

values, which makes the simulation inefficient.

The discontinuity in the velocity at the nucleus can be dealt with by working in

cylindrical coordinates (z,p,(p), rather than Cartesian coordinates, with z = t centered

on the nucleus. The velocity v of an electron (the electron index is suppressed) is resolved

into a z component Vz and a p component Vp, i.e.

V = -y^z H- Vpp

If z is the initial distance to the nucleus, the final z component of the electron position

is chosen as

z" = max(2; H- VzT, 0)

The new position in the p direction is chosen as

z -\- z"

To correctly imitate the cusp of the true Green's function G{x, y, r)

1 dG{x',x,T)

G(x',x,t) dr'
= -Z

r'=0
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(where / is the distance of any of the electrons of configuration at position x') would be

very complicated. It is possible, however, to interpolate between the usual Gaussian ker-

nel and a (1-particle) hydrogen-like ground state centered at the nucleus, which satisfies

the correct cusp condition. The crossover between these two behaviours is expected on a

time scale such that the electron would move by pure diflFusion beyond the nucleus with

an appreciable probability. The correct hydrogenic ground state density

(centered at the nucleus) to our knowledge cannot be sampled directly. Instead, we use

an approximation where r is substituted by X)i=i l^*!' ^^^ sum of absolute values of its

components Xi

.

. .2:3^, chosen (independently from each other) from the distribution

L-cixii

2

(The factor r^ is then taken into account by the probability of choosing a particular

f^ = ZlLi ^i •) The numerical value of ( is chosen as

C = s/2iZ^ + 1/r)

With this choice the second moment of the sampled distribution approaches the correct

value of r in the small r limit; however, for large r « l/Z"^, the Green's function retains

the approximately correct cusp.

Hence, the diffusion move is sampled from the standard Gaussian

1 -£
-.e 2t

y/27rT

centered at the old position r of the electron with probability p and from the above

"approximate H ground state" density with probability q = 1 — p.

^The notation may be somewhat misleading, since in this case xi .. .X3 may represent other compo-

nents of X than components 1,2, and 3. We hope no confusion will arise.
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The probability q is chosen to equal the probability that the electron diffuses across

a plane through the nucleus perpendicular to z, i.e.

where z and Vz were introduced in the section dealing with drift correction.





Chapter 4

Ground State Distribution Sampling

In this chapter we describe our method of sampling the (unknown) ground state distri-

bution (t)l{x), where </»o is the lowest eigenstate of a quantum mechanical hamiltonian H.

In the following sections we describe the motivation for and the method of sampling the

ground state distribution.

To distinguish the new algorithm from the now-standard DMC, which samples the

mixed distribution ^oV', we will call the former the Ground State Distribution DMC

(GSD DMC) and the latter Mixed Distribution DMC (MD DMC).

4.1 Motivation

If we omit the branching factors, i.e. set all weights Wi^k to 1, the DMC algorithm will

simulate the variational distribution ip^. If the weights are calculated according to the

standard choice (3.6), the mixed distribution (/)oip will be sampled. The weights Wi^k

therefore convert the variational distribution ip"^ into (f>oilJ.

We would like to proceed one step further and "square" the change to simulate the

ground state distribution
(pl-

The most intuitive approach is to simply square the weights;

this approach was applied by East et al. [16] and shown to lead to estimates that were in

much better agreement with experimental values than results obtained with MD DMC.

However, as pointed out by Reynolds [31], this method will not generate the exact

ground state distribution. The reason can be explained as follows: the weight of a

configuration at a point x represents an estimate of the average weight at that point

26
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(i.e., weights averaged over all paths ending at x). We want to estimate the square of the

average; however, by squaring the weight we get an estimate of the average of the square,

which, of course, is different.^

4.2 Sampling the ground state distribution

To estimate the square of the average branching weight correctly, we need two indepen-

dent estimates at point x. This is hard to achieve directly, as this implies having two

independent configurations being at point x at the same time of the simulation.

However, when the ensemble is equilibrated, the whole simulation is invariant under

time-reversal (because of the detailed balance condition in the Metropolis accept/reject

decision, and in the r —> limit even without the accept/reject step), and the path traced

by a configuration in the future can be taken as a representation for a possible path in

the past. Since the future path is independent of the past (except for the desired starting

point), we can use the weight obtained in the future iterations as the (needed) second

estimate of the average branching weight at x. The product of weight obtained in the

past and weight obtained in the future is then used as the (total) weight in averaging.

In practice this means that configurations actually move "in the far future" , mean-

ing that sampled quantities must be stored on a stack and retrieved for averaging (the

"present") only after a large number of iterations has passed, to determine the weights

from the future correctly. Storing can present one of the technical "bottlenecks" of such

a calculation — the required number of iterations, and thus the required amount of

memory, can be very large.

In a branching algorithm (i.e., with splitting and recombining configurations), the

idea of following each configuration into the far future is not easy to implement: since

^Recall the difference between {x)^ and (x^).
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configurations can be split or recombined, several (or none at all) future configurations

may represent a particular configuration in the present. The weight of this configura-

tion in the future is given by the sum of weights of all its descendants. Thus one has

to keep track of descendants of each configuration far into the future. Despite these

complications, the method was implemented by Reynolds et al. [32], and by Barnett et

al [3].

The GSD DMC algorithm achieves the desired sampling without using branching.

By using a stack for weights, the situation is much simpler: simply extend the stack

to contain not only L iterations in the past, but also L iterations in the future. The

averaging weights are still calculated as the product of branching factors over the whole

length of the stack (see Eq. (5.5)). In fact, the algorithms are so similar, that it is possible

to do a variational, MD DMC and GSD DMC calculations all in one run. These details

are further described in Chapter 5.

4.3 Nodal error

The nodal error, described in Section 3.1, is still present in our algorithm. Therefore the

simulated distribution will not be (^q? but instead we will get cpQ, where (^g satisfies the

boundary condition of being zero at the nodes of the trial function ip. The diff^erence

between (j>o and <^o (the nodal error) is usually neglected; in our thesis we consistently

use <t>o where </>o
would be appropriate.
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Diffusion Algorithm Computational Implementation

In this chapter we describe in detail the computational implementation of Mixed Dis-

tribution DMC (MD DMC) and Ground State Distribution DMC (GSD DMC). Since

the algorithms are very similar, in practice both calculations are done in one run (and,

in fact, a variational calculation as well). Our programs calculate VMC and MD DMC

results as a "by-product" of the exact calculation. To simplify expressions, we will leave

out the subsript l from sampled local energies and write only Eij instead of E^ij. A

summary of the algorithm is as:

Initialization

• select n values of the simulation time step r (we have chosen to work with 6 values).

Vrbik and Rothstein [40] recommend equidistantly spaced values, i.e. Tq = ari,

a = 1,2, ...,n, and, to have the most efficient fit, making the ensemble size (i.e.,

the number of configurations x number of iterations) proportional to 1/r^. Since

one usually starts the simulation with the largest r (i.e. r„), we will refer to it as

tq. The part of the calculation done at a certain time-step r is referred to below as

step (corresponding to r).

• select No, the initial number of configurations; Mq, the number of iterations; and

Lo, the stack length of the "past". Lq should be much less than Mo, but greater

than the autocorrelation time^. N,M,L represent the corresponding quantities

^See Appendix E

29
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throughout the simulation, and they are all r-dependent: for the value of To, take

Na = No- (5.1)

Ma = Mo- (5.2)

La = ^o(^)'^' (5.3)

This choice, besides of the above r-dependent ensemble size, also takes care of the

finite ensemble size bias (see Cerf and Martin [9] and the discussion below).

Each step consists of these actions:

• Take some value of r^, and choose a "trial" energy Et. A rough estimate of the

energy we expect to obtain is sufficient (the effect of Et is discussed below).

• Equilibrate the ensemble. Our equilibration consists of two steps: the first is vari-

ational, with moves done in the spherical coordinates (see Section 2.4), which dis-

tributes the configurations according to ^^ very fast (relative to DMC). The second

step consists of regular DMC iterations (i.e., simulation of the appropriate Green's

function) done in relatively large blocks until the energy averages do not change

systematically.

• Simulate the Green's function of Section 3.3 for La iterations (i.e., generate the

"past" branching factors). Put the branching factors bij defined in Eq. (3.12) for

each configuration i from each iteration j on a stack; they will be needed in the

subsequent averaging.

• Generate one more set of La iterations (the "future"). Put branching factors and

all sampled quantities from this set of iterations on stack as well.
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• Run the simulation of the Green's function of Section 3.3 for Ma iterations. In each

iteration, do the following:

- Put sampled quantities on top of the quantities stack. It is advantageous to

truncate extreme values that enter the averaging, to decrease the variance of

the estimates. The truncation procedure is described in detail in Appendix F.

- For averaging, use the values from the bottom of the quantities stack (which

represent the "present"), i.e. values that were obtained La iterations earlier.

This offset makes it possible to use weights from the "future" in averaging.

- For averaging the energy (the "present" values), use weights given by

i

k=i—La

i.e. only the "past" weights^.

- For averaging all other properties (again the "present" values), use weights

given by

i+La

m^ = n bkj (5.5)

k=i—La

i.e. weights from both "past" and "future"

.

- To obtain results corresponding to the MD DMC scheme, use weights given

by (5.4) for all quantities (this may be useful when sampling energy-related

properties). To obtain variational estimates, use unit weights.

Since past and future weights are equivalent, we could also take the future weight

i+La

1? = n 5*.i

k=i

To make the simulation more efficient, one can use both past and future weights (e.g., take their average,

or use them as two independent weights for the same sampled value, thus doubUng the number of sampled

values).
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This completes one step. For the next step, change r and reset all variables (stacks,

running averages etc). The ensemble (coordinates of electrons) is transferred to the next

calculation, which facilitates the equilibration. Trial energy for the next step is set equal

to the variational energy value obtained from the previous step.

A special note should be made about the calculation of the standard errors of the

estimates. Subsequent positions of a particular configuration are not independent (this

becomes evident in the small r limit, where movements attempted by a configuration

become very small — see also Appendix E). Treating subsequently sampled values as

independent would result in a serious underestimation of the standard error. We have

chosen to calculate average values of all quantities for each configuration separately: if i

is the configuration and j iteration index, we calculate a new set of quantities

Ai = '£Ai iWi

3

where the sum runs over all iterations for a particular configuration i. The numbers Ai

are independent of each other (since the movement of a configuration does not depend

on other configurations), and can be used to calculate the standard error. Similarly, we

can define a weight Wi for each Aii

3

Again, iVi are independent of each other^

The standard error can then be estimated as follows. The average of quantity A is

given as

^This statement assumes that Et, the trial energy, is independent of Wij. Even though, for most other

DMC algorithms, this is not perfectly true, our simulations satisfy this assumption exactly. However,

even Et is variable, the dependence is weak and can be, in our view, neglected for the purpose of

estimating the standard error.
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This expression has the form of a fraction of two averages of random variables. According

to [13], the standard error of (A) is

Err A =
\N,(N,-l)iEwif

^ Nc{N,-l)iY:wif
^'^

where the second expression is suitable for practical calculations, and Nc is the number

of configurations. This expression, of course, works also in the case of unit weights (i.e.,

when a variational calculation is performed).

Important technical details

• The choice of L being dependent on r as r~^/^ ensures both that the extrapolated

values axe correct (i.e., that they correspond to an infinite L) and that the variance

of the weights is under control (see East et al. [16] and our discussion in Section 3.2).

• It is possible to sample several averages for each quantity, differing by using the

"past" and "future" with a stack length shorter than L^. We have chosen to

calculate / = 10 averages with the past and future length for average i given as

Li=:yLa i = l,2,...,10

In this manner it is possible check if the future stack length is appropriate: La too

short is manifested in r —)^ extrapolated values having a clear trend for all z, even

those close to /. This will result in incorrect estimates. On the other hand. La too

long is seen in extrapolated values having no trend even for small i, but these have

unnecessary variance. By inspection of the trends of the estimates one may select

the best from various stack lengths (no visible bias and minimum variance) after
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the calculation is finished. Thus one does not need to perform several pilot runs to

fine-tune the stack length.

• Contrary to most other DMC algorithms, we keep the trial energy Et constant

during each step. The reason is that it cancels from all our estimators: Consider

the weights

i+La

WiJ = n ^kj
k—i—La

= 'n exp[-T'(Sij-ET)}

i+La

= e-^'"^^ n exp(-r'5,,)
k=i—Lc

entering expressions of type

where ^ is a quantity of interest. The term e'^^"'^^'^ is a constant (with re-

spect to the summations), and will drop out. We need the "trial energy" only

to avoid numerical problems of range over- or underflowing, when calculating

iVi^^-La^'^^''^ — e~'^^*=»-^a'^»>\ We expect this ^^^-independence to greatly re-

duce the finite ensemble size (or population control) bias present in algorithms with

variable Et [9] . This also means that the number of configurations itself can be

small, as it is not as important as in a "variable Et^ algorithm— a smaller number

of configurations can be offset by a larger number of iterations, while keeping the

same finite ensemble size bias. This point is important since the algorithm needs a

stack of all sampled quantities for all configurations in L iterations— the resulting

requirement on memory can limit the size of systems that can be treated using this

algorithm.
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• Since our algorithm is only r-accurate, it is in principle possible to replace the

exponential branching factors of Eq 3.12 by linear ones (see Vrbik et al. [14]):

exp[-r(5 - Et)] w 1 - r(5 - Et) (6.7)

This form introduces less variance into the weights than the exponential; however,

one has to be careful now with the choice of the trial energy Et, which (unlike

the exponential case) does not cancel out in the estimators. After experimenting

with this approximation (thus our r-dependent number of configurations), we have

chosen to use exponential branching factors with a constant trial energy; the weight

variance is decreased by truncating local energies entering the branching factors.





Chapter 6

Sampling of the 6 operator

In this chapter we describe our technique of sampling the 6 operator. Recall the notation,

which is very important in this chapter:

• X, y, etc denote a point in the SA'^-dimensional configuration space, where N is the

number of electrons in a configuration.

• Ti is the (3-dimensional) position of the electron i; ri = \Ti\ is the distance of

electron i from the nucleus. If x is the 3A^-dimensional position of a configuration,

Ti{x) is the position of electron i in this configuration, and ri(x) is the distance of

this electron from the nucleus.

Two different techniques of sampling the electron density at the nucleus were tried

in our work. While both give (theoretically) the same exact result for the sampled

wavefunction, they differ much in the variance of the estimates. In Section 6.1 we describe

an intuitive, simple technique that samples the electron density at the nucleus directly.

We used the technique (in the modification discussed in Section 6.1.2) in our test runs

on Hydrogen atom. However, for atoms Li-Ne, problems with the unacceptably high

variance associated with this method led us to the development of a more elaborate,

indirect sampling scheme described in Section 6.2^.

A different approach to the (6) calculation can be found e.g. in Rassolov et al. [30].

The method uses the hypervirial theorem, which, for an eigenstate <^ of a hamiltonian H

^This is in accord with findings of Kenny et al. [21], who found that indirect density sampling gives

estimates with much smaller statistical errors than the simple direct sampling.

36
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and an operator A, states

{4>\[H,A]\,I>) =

By choosing an appropriate A, one can arrive at a formula relating the electronic density

at the nucleus to the average of a certain differential operator. Such relations, how-

ever, are valid only for exact eigenstates and thus hold only approximately for actual

calculations.

Still another Monte Carlo approach was used by Alexander and Coldwell [1]. Their

method consists basically in distributing the configurations according to an (at least nu-

merically easily) integrable function (to be able to determine the normalization constant),

and subsequently, in a separate run, modifying the distribution function such that one

electron will always be positioned at the origin. In this manner, one can directly evaluate

the required integrals to obtain the density at the nucleus.

6.1 Direct density sampling

Monte Carlo, as presented in this work, is unable to directly sample the value of a wave

function on a hyperplane. (A hyperplane is a region of the SA'^-dimensional configuration

space whose dimension is less than 3N. Sampling of {S{ri)) means averaging the squared

wavefunction on the hyperplane defined by ri = 0, which has dimension 3A^ — 3.) It is

possible, however, to choose a 3A^ dimensional region enclosing the considered hyperplane

and sample the density in this region. By changing the region with the simulation time

step r, one can achieve the extrapolation to r = to give the desired average density on

the hyperplane.

More specifically, for the 6 operator this means choosing a set of distributions De{r)

that satisfy

]imD,{r) = 6(r) (6.1)
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with € = e(r) being dependent on r such that e(T) ^-^ 0. The problem reduces to

estimating the quantities

= /0?W ^DM(^)) dx (6.2)

and extrapolating estimates to zero r. In this manner, it is possible to obtain a Monte

Carlo estimate of the 8 operator, or, in other words, the electronic (charge) density at

the nucleus.

It is possible to choose various functional forms of D^. Some of them are described

in the following subsections.

6.1.1 A "hard ball" type distribution

The simplest distribution type is a " hard ball" distribution:

D,{Ti) = iV,e(e - n) (6.3)

where t-j is the distance of electron i from the nucleus, N = (47re^/3)~^ is the normaliza-

tion constant, and

^
1 if r >0

otherwise

This distribution simply "counts" the number of electrons within the sphere of radius

€ centered at the nucleus (and converts the number to the density by dividing by the

sphere's volume). For a density with nonvanishing first derivative at the nucleus, e must

be proportional to r to ensure a r-linear bias and subsequently a correct extrapolation.

Besides the obvious drawback of a high variance (proportional to N^, i.e. e~^ oc r~^) one

has to keep in mind that most DMC algorithms, due to the drift discontinuity at the

nucleus and the resulting nucleus "overshooting" , simulate the wave function incorrectly

in a r-neighborhood of the nucleus. Therefore, the ratio of volumes of the incorrectly

e(r) = i
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sampled region and the De sampled region is constant, i.e. nonvanishing in the r —>^

limit. Even if one makes corrections in the algorithm (see, e.g., Umrigar et al. [37]; we

follow their suggestions), one can expect a relatively large time-step error, i.e. a loss of

efficiency, in the region close to the nucleus.

6.1.2 Smooth distributions with more favorable extrapolation

One can also choose a smooth distribution, whose limit is the 6 operator. This has the

advantage of introducing less variance (because of the smooth weighting). Furthermore,

the sampled radius (more precisely, a quantity proportional to ^Jl/Ne) can approach

slower than r and yet preserve the linearity of the e-bias. To arrive at such a distribution,

we expand the electron density p{ry in a Taylor series in the variable r:

Pir) = p(0) + g(0) r + i|f (0) r^ + o{r') (6.4)

If we assume

A(r) = D(r/e) (6.5)

for this p:

De = fAvr^Deir) P{0) + ^(0)r + i||(0)r^ + o(r=)
dr 2 dr"^

dr

= p(0) + -^{0)lA7rr'D,{r)dr + ^0(0) / A7rr'D,(r)dr + o{e')

If D^ is such that the two above integrals vanish, i.e.

= fA7rr^De{r)dr

= f ATrr'^De{r)dr

^We assume a spherically symmetrical density for r -C 1; this approximation can be justified even for

atoms containing spherically nonsymmetrical orbitals, as long as these have a node at the nucleus.
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the leading term of the bias will be o(e^). Therefore, even setting e oc r^/^ will be sufficient

for a correct extrapolation.

De{r) obeying the above requirements can be chosen for example in this form:

De{r) = Ne{l + fl^ + b^) exp(-^) (6.6)

with numerical values of a and b being -1.590635 and 0.5572477, respectively.

Besides its obvious advantages, the 3-term distribution (as compared to a 1-term

exponential distribution of type N^ exp[—r^/e^]) also has some drawbacks:

(1) Increased variance. Compared to a 1-term exponential distribution with the same

"radius" , we can expect the 3-term exponential distribution to have higher variance. This

is because the variance is proportional to D^. The 3-term distribution changes sign, so

its square integral can be expected to be higher. This drawback is, of course, offset by

the possibility of sampling with larger e (most significantly, in the small r limit).

(2) Unfavorable extrapolation model. Since the delta estimator contains terms of

the order o(e^), o{e^), o(e^), . . ., and we let e^ oc r, the extrapolation will contain terms of

the order o{t), o{t^^^), o{t^^^), This extrapolation model leads to difficulties and high

statistical uncertainties in the r = intercepts when extrapolating data with statistical

errors. We decided to not include the fractional power terms in the regression models at

all. We believe that linear and quadratic regressions give (within their, relatively large,

statistical uncertainty) a good intercept estimate.

6.2 Indirect density sampling

Problems with high variance of the direct sampling presented in the foregoing section,

when applied to atoms Li-Ne, led us to look for other ways of sampling the delta operator.
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An inspiration came from the work of Vrbik et al [39], who employ the Green's theorem

to derive an identity allowing one to sample the 6 operator globally, without a need to

extrapolate.

6.2.1 Theoretical background

It can be shown by application of the Green's theorem, that the following relation for an

A^-electron normalized wavefunction ip is true:

iSin)) ^l^\.)8(u)i. = -i. /^^(.)-J^M£)rf. (6.7)

where the electron index i can assume values 1, 2, ..., A^, and ri is the distance of electron i

from the nucleus (or, in general, from the point at which the delta function is calculated).

The proof is a straightforward manipulation with the integral on the r.h.s. of (6.7):

= /

J rl2

1 dilj{x)

'tp{x)ri dvi
dx =

'iIj{x) d4>{x)

1 Idilj^ix)

dx

dx
rj 2 dvi

We will now split the integration explicitly into one over all r^ for j ^ i and one over Tj.

Furthemore, the integration over Tj is split into integration over the corresponding solid

angle Q.i and radius r^:

1 1 diP{x)
= /n^./..«,r.-*ii^
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Since ip(x) is exponentially decreasing for r, —> oo, we have ip{x)\ri=(x> — 0. For the

sake of brevity of notation, in the following we will use X(j.^=q) to denote a point x in

configurational space, for which ri{x) = (i.e., x^ri=o) = (ri, ...,ri, ...,riv)|ri=o):

= -y Ud'^i I d^ii>\^{r.=o))

We observe that '0^(rc(ri=o)) is independent of Qi, since for rj = all values of Qi describe

the same point. Hence we pull the ^^ factor out of the integral, which will then simply

give the normalization value of Air:

= -\j'ild\i>\x(,,=^))jdQi

= --Att
I ]l£rji;\x^r,=o))

Upon dividing by (—27r) we arrive at Eq. (6.7), and the proof is completed.

Relation (6.7) is very useful in variational sampling of the delta operator. Compared

to the estimator of Vrbik et al. [39] ,
given as follows

{Kn)) = -^ji>\x)
{Vitpy

,
Aiip

+
ip^ ip

-dx (6.8)

our estimator (6.7) gives estimates with the standard error about a factor of 2.5 less than

this one.

Unfortunately, this method is not directly extendable to our ground state distribution

sampling, since we cannot sample the derivatives of the unknown ground state wavefunc-

tion. The special form of the S operator, however, permits the following trick: For a

1-electron ground state wavefunction (po sampled in GSD DMC with trial function ^p, we

have

<'(^)>^2 = JcPlix)dx
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/ 'ip^(x)w{x)6{r)dx

j ilj'^{x)w{x)dx

.2/nX ^(0)

J ip'^{x)w{x)dx

= (^i'))riZ^ (6-9)

where, as usual,

J ip'^{x)dx

and

, V _ f 'ip^{x)'w{x)dx 1 ^^
w»J

is the average weight (calculated as a simple average over all configurations i and itera-

tions j).

The last equation can be interpreted as follows: we sample the variational value of

the 6 operator and multiply it with w{0), the average weight at the nucleus, divided by

the average weight overall. In determining w(0) one calculates the average weight in a

certain region around the nucleus, e.g. a ball with radius R. By making R a function of

T, R = R{r), with R{t) —> for r —^ 0, extrapolation of the average weight will result

in w{0). To make the leading nonconstant term of the extrapolation linear, R{t) must

be proportional to r.

For a multielectron wavefunction, the situation is more complicated. Let us con-

sider, for simplicity of notation, (S{ri)) (as usual, x = (ri,r2, . . . ,r^) denotes the SN-

dimensional configuration space variable):

^ J d^riSjri) J rfVz • • • d^rN(t)l{x)
V^vn;;02

^ d^rid^r2 . . . d^rN(t>l{x)

_ J d^ri6{ri) J d^r2 .

.

. d^rNip'^{x)w{x)

J d^rid^r2 . . . d^rpftl;'^{x)w(x)
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J(Pr,S(n)[Sd^r2...d'r„xP^x)] J d^r2...d^rivV>^(x)ti;(x)

j(fir2 ...(firffip'^ (x)

J (Prid^r2 . . . d?rffip'^{x)'w{x)

Let us denote

- , . ^ Sd^r2-'-d^rNilj^{x)w{x)
^^^^^^ ~ Jd^r2...d^rNiP^{x)

i.e. Pi(ri) represents the (normalized) probability density for the electron 1 (averaged

over the rest of the electrons), and wi{ti) is the average weight a configuration would

have if its electron 1 was position ri . As before, we also denote

/ \ _ / d^rid^r2 . . . d^rNtlj^(x)w(x)

J d^rid^r2 . . . d^rj<[i}j^{x)

With this notation, we have

Wn))^2 = T^J d^ri6{ri)Pi{Ti)wi(Ti)

= PM-

\W)^2

The last equation shows that the procedure suggested for a 1-electron wavefunction is

valid for a multielectron wavefunction as well. The factor

^i(O)

can be interpreted as the GSD DMC correction factor to the variational 6 estimate.

One should note that {6(ri))^2 and Wi{0) will, in general, be different for i being

a spin-up and a spin-down label. To estimate the total charge density at the nucleus
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correcly, for open-shell systems one must estimate the following 4 quantities:

spin-up labels

spin-down labels

1
,7,TW i^) = TF^ E MO) (6.11)

spin-up labels

,raw (0) ^ 4? E MO)
spin-down labels

where 7V^ and A^^ are the number of sipn-up and spin-down electrons, respectively. The

charge density at the nucleus is then given as

(EHn))^l = {S\^^KO) + (S%.w^{0) (6.12)

i

While sampling Wi{0) involves an extrapolation similar to the one required in the

direct sampling (Section 6.1.1), our runs indicate that variance of sampled weight values

is much smaller than the variance of the distribution functions used in direct sampling.

6.2.2 Variational sampling of the 6 operator

In practice, while {6{ri))^2 can be obtained in a regular DMC run (see discussion in

Chapter 5), it is more efficient to calculate it in a separate VMC run.

In Appendix F we discuss the variance of our variational 6 estimator and show it to be

infinite, thus rendering the estimator unreliable. The Appendix deals with this problem

from the point of view of DMC (which involves extrapolation). In this subsection, we

describe a different approach to this problem, suited for VMC calculations.

In a usual VMC calculation walkers representing configurations are distributed ac-

cording to the density Pvar(^)-
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Suppose we modify this distribution to

^^ ^ JiP^{x)Qix)dx

where Q{x) is a function (called the weighting function^). The expectation value of an

operator A with a corresponding "local" value

A^fJ{x)
A{x) =

tp{x)

is then given as

(A) = J'ip'^{x)A{x)dx _
J ilj^{x)dx

(6.13)EtlM
where in the last line the A;-sums run over points distributed according to the density

p{x).

A good choice of Q{x) for a specific operator A can result in a decreased variance of

the estimate. In the case of A = X)t <5(^i), the effect of introducing a special Q{x) will be

even more important: we can establish that the variance of our estimator will be finite,

as follows.

Consider our 8{ri) estimator (with the weighting function Q included):

2^ S^^Q{xW{x)dx

This is of the form

Jf{x)p{x)dx
{A) =

Jg(x)p{x)dx

^In the context of Monte Carlo integral evaluation, which is the core of VMC, a modification of

the distribution function is usually referred to as importance sampUng. However, in the DMC context,

importance sampUng has a slightly different meaning and is therefore not used here.
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where / and g represent the functions appearing in the integrals in the above estimator.

According to [13], the variance of such an estimator is given as

y^^^ ^ Jim - {A)g{x)]' p{x)dx

[5 g{x)p(x)dxf

Let us analyze VarA in the case when Q = 1: for / and g we have

^^^
ilj{x)rf{x)dri{x)

g{x) = 1

The integral

f{f(x)-{A)g(x)fp{x)dx

diverges, since {f{x) — {A)y contains 1/rf singularities at the origin.

However, let us now take the following Q:

(6.14)
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is no longer divergent, and the estimator has a well defined variance.

It should be noted that the same choice of Q will work for the (r~^) quantity as well.

However, for other quantities (notably for energy and the positive distribution moments),

introducing Q{x) in the form (6.14) will increse the variance and thus lower the simulation

efficiency. Therefore, if values of energy, moments and charge density at the nucleus are

all desired, at least two independent VMC calculations should be performed: one with

the weight function (6.14) to obtain (r~^) and {Y^i6{ri)), and another without the weight

function (i.e., with Q{x) = 1) to calculate other quantities of interest.
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Test Results On Hydrogen Atom

To test the ground state sampling algorithm we applied it to Hydrogen atom, where

analytical values for all quantities of interest can be calculated. We have chosen the

following (unnormalized) form for our trial functions:

ipi = exp(-Cir) H- (ai + bir + Cir"^) exp(-r^)

This form has the advantage of being exact for a specific choice of parameters (wavefunc-

tion ^o)) allowing us to see the sensitivity of computed quantities to error in the trial

function

The values of (, a, b and c are summarized in Table 7.1. All wavefunctions satisfy

the electron-nuclear cusp condition (Appendix D).

For testing purposes, we compared three algorithms: variational. Mixed Distribution

DMC (i.e., sampling from the mixed distribution), and Ground State Distribution DMC

(VMC, MD DMC and GSD DMC, respectively). We calculated the following properties:

energy, distribution moments, and electron density at the nucleus. For estimating {S{r)),

Wavefunction
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we used the direct sampling technique presented in Section 6.1.2, with De{r) given by

Eq. (6.6).

VMC and GSD DMC values are quoted directly; however, in the case of the MD

DMC algorithm, for properties other than energy the so called mixed estimator value,

given as

(^>mixed = 2(^)^^ - {A)^2 (7.1)

is more appropriate. This formula, derived first by Ceperley and Kalos [8], is accurate

only up the order of the difference between the trial function ip and the unknown ground

state 00-

Our results are summarized in Tables 7.2-7.6.

Calculations were done using 6 uniformly spaced r values (0.03 a.u. to 0.005 a.u. with

step 0.005 a.u.), initial number of configurations A^o = 170, initial number of iterations

Mo = 7500, and initial past and future stack length Lq = 200 iterations. Values obtained

in these runs were extrapolated to r = using weighted linear or (where appropriate)

quadratic regression. The reported error bars on the extrapolated values are determined

from the statistical error of the calculated intercept and the regression model bias, esti-

mated from the difference of extrapolated values obtained using two different regression

models.

After some trial and error we set the initial e value for the density sampling distribu-

tion (Eq. (6.6)) to 0.4. This might seem surprisingly large; however, a non-Monte Carlo

numerical calculation of the e bias on the exact ground state shows that it is only about

2% of the correct value. The remaining bias in the Monte Carlo simulated value at time

step r comes from the r-bias of the algorithm.

The results show that our "exact sampling" GSD DMC algorithm is capable of "cor-

recting" the errors in the distribution given by a trial function, and that the resulting
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Algorithm E (r) (r-') {r') (r-2) (Ei5(ri))

Analytic -0.5000 1.5000 1.0000 3.0000 2.0000 I/tt = 0.31831

Vaxiational^ -0.5000^ 1.505(8) 1.003(5) 3.03(3) 2.03(2) 0.314(8)

^MD DMC and GSD DMC algorithms reduce to variational for an exact

trial function.

^An exact value.

Table 7.2: Results (in a.u.) of variational sampling for wavefunction -00-

Algorithm
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Algorithm

Variational

MD DMC^

E
0.018(1)

•0.52(8)

GSDDMC -0.46(6) 1.8(3)

(r)

1.488(5)

2.3(2)

"FT
1.427(1)

0.3(2)

0.9(2)

(r')

3.52(2)

3(1)

(r-2)

4.81(3)

1(1)

5(1) 2(1) 0.2(1)

{Ei^(ri))

1-16(1)

-0.2(4)

^Distribution moments and 6 value from the mixed estimator

Table 7.6: Results (in a.u.) of various sampling methods for wavefunction -04

(i.e., extrapolated) electron distribution actually corresponds to the exact ground state.

The price one has to pay for this correction is (as usual) the increased variance.

MD DMC and GSD DMC results for energy are equivalent (energy is calculated in

exactly the same manner in both algorithms), and the differences in reported values are

only due to statistical uncertainties.

Note that wavefunction ip^ is somehow unusual in the sense that it gives a very bad

variational energy estimate; thus we can expect very large statistical errors of quantities

calculated using both kinds of DMC. The mixed estimator (7.1) gives in the case of

(r~^) and (^(0)) negative values, which is obviously incorrect. However the GSD DMC

algorithm agrees well (within the statistical error) with the analytic values (quoted in

Table 7.2) even in this extreme case.
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Figure 7.11: Test runs: (r ^} of the H atom in MD DMC for 4 trial wave functions (their

parameters are given in Table 7.1). For more details, see text.
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Chapter 8

Atomic Calculations

In this chapter we describe our application of the GSD DMC algorithm to the ground

states of first row atoms, and present a discussion together with comparison with litera-

ture.

8.1 Trial wavefunctions

For our atomic calculations we used relatively simple trial wavefunctions of the form

where t/j^ and ip^ denote Slater determinants of electron spin up and down orbitals,

respectively, and J is a Jastrow-type electron-electron correlation function:

Coefficients a^j were determined from the electron-electron cusp (see Appendix D) as

follows:

ttij = - for i,j representing spin-unlike electrons

ttij = - for ij representing spin-like electrons

To simplify the optimization of variational parameters, we used

bij = b

71
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where 6 is an independently optimized parameter.

We decided to use the following functional form for our orbitals:

wi ,rUl

tfo.r2il

X^'
= (1 + cr)e-^2,rgTf^ ^g-^^

The polynomial and first exponential containing Q are hydrogen-like orbitals, differing

from the usual Slater orbitals in the x^' form. The second exponential comes as an

"electron-nuclear correlation" term; we view it merely as an improvement of the simple

hydrogenic orbital form giving it a double-^ resembling shape. The electron-nuclear cusp

condition (see Appendix D) requires that all orbitals obey

Ax
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8.2 Calculations and results

For the optimization we used a simple yet robust and general simplex optimization al-

gorithm combined with a "fixed ensemble" technique for a more efficient optimization

(Appendices A and B).

Our generalized Metropolis scheme, according to which the configurations were moved,

was described in detail in Section 2.4. This scheme is simple yet efficient enough (in terms

of its autocorrelation time — see Appendix E) to make even relatively large optimiza-

tions comparatively inexpensive in terms of the required CPU time. Optimized parameter

values are quoted in Table 8.1.

In variational calculations we used the same VMC scheme which was used in our op-

timizations, i.e. moving configurations in spherical polar coordinates. Also, as described

in Chapter 5, the standard error is determined by treating the averages over the history

of one configuration as independent.

The ensemble size was 1000 configurations x 100 000 iterations each. The reported

correlation time for the energy fluctuated between 2 and 3. The moves and accept/reject

steps were done on a one-electron basis, so a move of a whole configuration is computa-

tionally twice as expensive [29, Chapter Solutions of Linear Algebraic Equations] as an

all-electron move and accept/reject step.

Corresponding variational energies and other properties are summarized in Table 8.2.

Despite the relative crudeness of the trial functions employed, the variational calcula-

tions recover consistently over 60% of the correlation energy. For csdculations of (r~^)

and (J2i <5(^t))5 we used the weighted sampling method described in Section 6.2.2. As sug-

gested there, all other quantities were calculated without weighted sampling in a separate

run.

In general, the algorithm parameters (Table 8.3) for the GSD DMC (Chapter 5)
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To find the optimal past and future stack length, i.e. a length beyond which extending

the stack brings only increased variance, we can do the following trick: Instead of keeping

just one average for each quantity, we keep a set of different averages, which differ in

weights used to calculate them. The weights, in turn, differ in the length of stack that

was used to determine them.

More specifically, if there are L branching factors on the stack, we take

Li = L X -^ with i = 0, 1, 2, ..., 10 (8.4)

Each Li represents the stack length for weights used in that particular average. Note

that 2 = will give variational average; if L is sufficiently long, we will get the ground

state average, but with a large variance, for i -^ 10. By inspecting the resulting extrap-

olation curves for each z, one can choose averages for a particular i value (and thus the

corresponding stack length) to report. An example of a sequence of data sets obtained

with 2 = 0, 1, ..., 10 ((r) for Boron) is presented in Figure 8.61.

For the r —> extrapolation, we used weighted linear and (where appropriate)

quadratic regression routines provided in the PhysicA program [12]. To determine the

standard errors in the intercepts more accurately, we split each step (Chapter 5) into

150 "blocks" (each block contains several hundreds of iterations). Average values for all

quantities obtained in these "blocks" together with their weights were used as regression

data instead of grand means and errors.

Results from the GSD DMC algorithm are summarized in Table 8.6. The regression

plots are found in Figures 8.1-8.54. Note that in each plot the grand means and errors

represent "block" data actually used for regression. The past and future stack length

used for each regression data set is indicated in the plots by the corresponding i values

(Eq. (8.4)). A discussion of our results follows.
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8.3 Discussion of results and comparison with literature

Brief literature overview. For Li, accurate results of King [22] and Esquivel et al. [18]

are available. The former uses a 233-term Hylleraas-type wavefunction accounting for

99.95 % of the correlation energy. The latter use a 1760-term CI wavefunction composed

from a 32-function STO basis, which recovers 99.18 % of the correlation energy. Within

the standard error of our calculations, these two references give equivalent values.

For Be, Esquivel and Bunge [17] have calculated (among other quantities) the den-

sity moments. Their 650-term wavefunction is built from a 43-function STO basis set

[10s,9p,8d,7f,5g,3h,li], recovering 99.55 % of the correlation energy. Also, a very accu-

rate calculation using explicitly correlated Gaussian basis set of up to 1200 functions

was performed by Komasa et al. [23] . Besides calculations, they report estimates of the

properties in the limit of an infinite basis set.

A recent paper by Hermann and coworkers [28] gives (among other quantities that

were not calculated in this work) distribution moments of ground states of atoms Li

through Ar. The basis sets were composed from uncontracted GTOs ([15sl0p7d6f4g])

for B-Ne. The calculations were done on the MR-SDCI level and recover over 95 % of

the correlation energy for these atoms.

Discussion of results. If a trial function differs from the exact node ground state by

an e-small quantity, the error in the calculated energy is of order e^, whereas the error in

all other properties (whose operators do not commute with the hamiltonian) is of order e.

Thus, when going from a VMC distribution with error evMC to a GSD DMC distribution

with error cdmc (basically the nodal error), we expect the error in energy to drop by an

amount that is approximately the square of the error reduction for all other quantities.
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In our calculation, the error in energies (as compared to best literature values) de-

creased approximately by a factor of 3-6 (except for Li, where the factor is much larger).

The corresponding improvement factor in the properties should, therefore, be approxi-

mately 2-3, which is what we actually observe (again, the improvement is much better

for Li).

Positive moments for Be are an exception. GSD DMC values are further from the

literature ones than the VMC values. We believe this is due to the large nodal error

of our trial functions and an accidental closeness of our variational to literature values.

The trial function for Be consists of only 1 determinant, which, as is known, does not

represent the non-dynamic correlation eflFect of the true ground state properly.

Graphs of differences of GSD DMC and literature values (Figures 8.55-8.60) show

that, as expected, the nodal error is largest for Be. The error in properties decreases

to C, and then rises slowly again. The negative moments suggest that, for atoms N-

Ne, our simple basis set and correlation factor are unable to describe the wavefunction

in the immediate vicinity of the nucleus accurately enough. Insofar as the relatively

large statistical errors of Alexander et al [1] permit a comparison, their use of a more

complicated, 17 term correlation including explicit 3-body (electron-electron-nuclear)

terms significantly improves the wavefunction near the nucleus. Accordingly, to improve

our results, a GSD DMC calculation on atoms N-Ne using an extended 5 parameter

correlation factor (which significantly improves the variational energy for these atoms) is

in progress.

We found the best agreement of our GSD DMC calculated and literature results for

Li: With the exception of the {r~^) result, which lies almost 3 standard deviations from

the Esquivel et al. value, we find excellent agreement between our GSD DMC and their

values. We note that our VMC results are removed from the reported literature values

by at least 4-5 GSD DMC standard deviations.
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Concerning the 6 operator, to our knowledge, the only results available in the liter-

ature for atoms B-iNe are those by Alexander and Coldwell [Ij. For atoms Li and Be,

values quoted in [1] are within the reported standard error from the CI calculated values

of King [22] (for Li) and the estimated Hmit by Komasa et al. [23] for Be. If we take

(r~^) and (r"^) as measures for the quality of the wavefunctions near the nucleus, and

compare the Monte Carlo values to the CI values of Meyer et al. [28], we conclude that

for atoms Li-C, the 6 values should be of approximately the same accuracy. However,

for N-Ne (as far as the large error of (r~^) in [1] permits), the comparison suggests that

wavefunctions used by them describe the nuclear region better. This suggests that the 8

values of [1] are more accurate than ours.

Comparison of standard errors The estimated standard deviations of our GSD

DMC results are comparable to those reported by [1]. (The positive effect of trunca-

tions is visible on the smaller standard errors of our negative moments as compared to

those in [1].) However, our computational expense is larger — whereas they use 1 x 10^

single-averaged configurations (this number has to be multiplied by 10 intermediate con-

figurations needed to generate one averaged configuration), our GSD DMC calculation

for Nitrogen (approximately a middle-sized calculation) uses approximately 4 x 10^ aver-

aged configurations (generated by moving a smaller number of walkers representing the

configurations). For Ne, the figure is about 10^.

Our VMC calculations, using 10^ configurations, give much lower standard errors

than the GSD DMC calculations. The increase in variance has two reasons: The need

to extrapolate to r ^^ (which introduces high serial correlation for low r values), and

weighting the sampled quantities as the weights have their own significant variance.

The increase in variance due to weights can be estimated by simultaneously (in a

GSD DMC program) calculating variational (i.e., unweighted) averages. As mentioned
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earlier, this was done in our calculations, and the comparison shows that the weights

increase the resulting standard errors by up to a factor of about 2-3 for O, F and Ne,

whereas there is a factor of about 1 (i.e., no chzinge in the variance) for Li.
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Figure 8.1: GSD DMC: Energy of the Li atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.2: GSD DMC: (r) of the Li atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.3: GSD DMC: (r"^) of the Li atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.4: GSD DMC: (r^) of the Li atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.5: GSD DMC: (r ^) of the Li atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.6: GSD DMC: (6) correction factor for spin-up electrons in the Li atom, i is

the index of the past and future stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more

details, see text.
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Figure 8.7: GSD DMC: (6) correction factor for spin-down electrons in the Li atom, i is

the index of the past and future stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more

details, see text.
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Figure 8.8: GSD DMC: Energy of the Be atom, i is the index of the past and future

stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.10: GSD DMC: (r ^) of the Be atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.11: GSD DMC: (r^) of the Be atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.12: GSD DMC: (r ^) of the Be atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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details, see text.
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Figure 8.14: GSD DMC: Energy of the B atom, i is the index of the past and future

stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.19: GSD DMC: (6) correction factor for spin-up electrons in the B atom, i is

the index of the past and future stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more

details, see text.
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Figure 8.20: GSD DMC: {6) correction factor for spin-down electrons in the B atom, i is

the index of the past and future stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more

details, see text.
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Figure 8.21: GSD DMC: Energy of the C atom, i is the index of the past and future

stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more det2iils, see text.
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Figure 8.22: GSD DMC: (r) of the C atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.23: GSD DMC: (r ^) of the C atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.25: GSD DMC: (r ^) of the C atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.26: GSD DMC: (6) correction factor for spin-up electrons in the C atom, i is

the index of the past and future stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more

details, see text.
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Figure 8.27: GSD DMC: (6) correction factor for spin-down electrons in the C atom, i is

the index of the past and future stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more

details, see text.
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Figure 8.28: GSD DMC: Energy of the N atom, i is the index of the past and future

stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.29: GSD DMC: (r) of the N atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.30: GSD DMC: (r~^) of the N atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.31: GSD DMC: (r^) of the N atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.32: GSD DMC: (r~^) of the N atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.33: GSD DMC: {S) correction factor for spin-up electrons in the N atom, i is

the index of the past and future stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more

details, see text.
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Figure 8.34: GSD DMC: {6) correction factor for spin-down electrons in the N atom, i is
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details, see text.
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Figure 8.35: GSD DMC: Energy of the O atom, i is the index of the past and future

stack length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.37: GSD DMC: (r ^) of the O atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.38: GSD DMC: (r^) of the O atom, i is the index of the past and future stack

length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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length used for this data set (Eq. 8.4). For more details, see text.
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Figure 8.61: (r) of B: An example of the effect of the effect of the past and future stack

length on calculated values. Plotted are obtained averages and their standard errors for
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increasing stack length, as expected. For more details, see text.





Chapter 9

Comments, Suggestions, Conclusions

In this chapter we would like to give a few suggestions for possible improvements and

further development of the GSD DMC algorithm and its practical applications. Some of

the suggestions are under investigation; others, although not being explored at present,

may lead to interesting findings.

9.1 Algorithm improvements

Truncation parameters Even though we spent some time "fine-tuning" the trunca-

tion parameters, we still see a possibility of improving the variance by further modifying

the truncation percentiles and exponents. For example, the regression curves for (r~^)

on the heavier atoms (O, F, Ne) have an unfavorable shape due to, we believe, an unfor-

tunate combination of the truncation parameters for the energy (influencing the bias in

weights) and the first moment itself.

Improving the importance sampling moves Improvements of the short-time ap-

proximate Green's function, as presented in Section 3.3, contain several free parameters.

Their orders of magnitude can be obtained from intuitive arguments, but the best values

have to be determined by experiments. We did not try to improve the functional forms

and values proposed by Umrigar et al. [37], but there might still be room for improving

the acceptance rates and thus the overall efficiency of the algorithm.
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9.2 Algorithm extensions

There are several directions in which the presented algorithm could be extended. They

include:

Sampling of differential operators The problem in sampling differential operators

(with the exception of energy and energy-related properties) is that they require deriva-

tives of the unknown ground state wavefunction 00 . However, we have

(t>o{x) = '4}{x)we(x)

where we{x) is the weight used for averaging the energy (or, in general, for MD DMC).

V^q{x) = [Vij{x)]wE{x) + iIj{x)Vwe{x)

If one could calculate Vwe{x), derivatives of the unknown ground state wavefunction

could be sampled as well, leading to calculations of properties that are, at present, im-

possible to calculate in our algorithm.

A possible approach to calculating Vwe{x) would be to take the past weight of a

walker at x as a representation of we{x), and calculate Awe, the change of this weight,

if the walker's position would be x -I- Ax. Changing the position, however, not only

changes the energy (which is easily analytically differentiable), but also paths that end

at the position. All these changes, not yet theoretically understood, have to be reflected

in Awe (estimated either numerically or analytically).

Ability to accommodate an equivalent of variational weighted sampling. For

some properties, e.g. the negative moments, modifying the variational distribution ip'^{x)

by a function Q{x) may decrease the v2iriance more effectively than truncations. While
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this is easily done on the variational level, where the modified distribution density is com-

pensated for by additional weighting, in DMC the branching factors require modification

as well.

Variable-r DMC For heavier atoms a problem of different length scales for electrons

moving in different distances from a nucleus arises: Near the nucleus the wavefunction

changes very rapidly, and electron must make small moves to maintain a reasonable

acceptance rate. Far from the nucleus, however, the wavefunction changes slowly, and

the small electron moves introduce large serial correlation, thus decreasing the efficiency.

On the variational level, it is simple to modify the proposal and acceptance matrices for

the generalized Metropolis algorithm such that electrons further from the nucleus make

larger moves, and yet preserve the unbiased variational distribution. In DMC, however,

one immediately encounters the problem of how to account for the different time steps

(effectively different diffusion rates) in the branching factor. We are exploring ways to

achieve this.

Nodal release As mentioned in Chapter 4, the nodal error is present in our calcula-

tions, and for simple wavefunctions can be of great significance.

There exist algorithms (so-called released node algorithms — see e.g. [7, 11, 25]) that

simulate the distribution (j)o'ip rather than 0o^ of the usual DMC, i.e. they remove the

nodal error from the mixed distribution. They employ the so-called Green's Function

Quantum Monte Carlo (GFQMC) method, which simulates the exact Green's function

of the Schrodinger equation under consideration. The exact Green's function, while not

known analytically, can be sampled stochastically. Since working with the exact Green's

function, the method does not require the r —>• extrapolation.

The nodal release (RN) is achieved basically as follows: if a walker crosses a node (this
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is reflected in the change in sign of its wavefunction value), any two same spin electrons

of the configuration are interchanged (this changes the sign of its wavefunction again,

i.e. the walker is returned into the region where wavefunction has the same sign as it

had before the walker crossed the node), and the weight this walker carries is multiplied

by -1.

The RN-GFQMC method has several disadvantages: it is computationally relatively

expensive (compared to DiflFusion Monte Carlo), the algorithm is rather complex, and the

variance of released-node averages increases with the number of iterations done (because

of the noise introduced by some configurations carrying negative weights). In our work,

we did not try to combine the ground state sampling idea with the RN-GFMC method,

although it would present a possible project for future work.

9.3 Further applications of the existing algorithm

Higher quality trial wavefunctions In our calculations we focused primarily on the

GSD DMC algorithm itself, and, for the sake of calculations, we used relatively crude

wavefunctions having only 4 or 5 variational parameters. While the Li trial wavefunction

gives very good results, the Be application shows that for high quality calculations, better

trial wavefunctions are needed. There are several sources in the literature quoting high

quality wavefunctions for Quantum Monte Carlo, e.g. [1, 38, 19]. Using these in the

presented algorithm would also very likely lead to a decrease in the weight variance,

making the simulation more efficient.

Molecular calculations As presented here, our GSD DMC algorithm can be directly

applied to molecules, where quantities of interest, such as dipole moments, can be easily

calculated (for VMC calculations, the spherical movement scheme would have to be

modified).
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9.4 Conclusions

In this work we presented a novel approach to calculating ground state properties, based

on the DiflFusion Monte Carlo, together with its application to first-row atoms.

At present the GSD DMC algorithm is unable to sample derivatives of the unknown

ground state wavefunction, thus being restricted to calculation of nondifferential proper-

ties (together with energy and energy-related properties, which can be sampled directly

from the mixed distribution).

Sampling of the 6 operator, despite several developments, still poses a problem mainly

due to the variance of the estimation of the GSD DMC correction factor w{0)/{w).

The results for Lithium show that the algorithm is capable of generating high-quality

values for nondifferential operators even with relatively crude (4-5 parameters) trial

wavefunctions; however, nodal error and high variance observed on the higher-Z systems

suggest that for these systems, more elaborate trial wavefunctions should be used to

obtain quantitatively correct results. Nevertheless, even for our crude wavefunctions, we

demonstrated that GSD DMC is capable of removing a substantial component of the

error in the calculated quantities.





Appendix A

Simplex Optimization

We were confronted with the task of devising an optimization scheme robust enough to

find a "good minimum" in a very complicated function with values having a random

statistical error using a limited number of function calls, and yet simple and general

enough to accommodate various functional forms. We have chosen the so-called simplex

optimization method, which has the advantage of not requiring derivatives of the opti-

mized function and of being "global" in a certain sense (i.e. determining the moves in

parameter space based on values at several different points).

The basic idea of this optimization scheme is very simple (it can be found in a slightly

different form e.g. in [29, Chapter Minimization or Maximization of Functions]): in an

n-dimensional (paraimeter) space, choose n+1 initial points Xj (z = 0, 1, ..., n) such that

the vectors Vj = Xj — xq are linearly independent. Calculate the objective function's

values fi at the points Xj, and repeat the following algorithm:

1. determine the "worst" point m, i.e. the point with the biggest fm

2. determine the "center of mass" X of all the other points

3. calculate /(X — (x^ — X)), i.e. try a "reflection" of the worst point through X;

if /(X — {x.m — X)) < fm then replace Xj^i by X — {x.m — X)) (i.e. the worst

point is "reflected" through the center of mass X), and try this step again with

/(X — 2(x^ — X)); then go back to step 1

4. else calculate /(X H- ^(x^ — X)), i.e. try to "contract" the worst point closer to X;
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if /(X + |(xm - X)) < fm then replace x,„ by X + |(xm - X) (i.e. the worst point

is "contracted" to half the distance to the center of mass), and go back to step 1

5. If none of the tried points were better than the worst (we call this a "cannot move

anymore", or CMA, situation), two possibilities are at hand:

(a) Restart the simplex. This means calculating a new basis point Xq from the

old simplex (the procedure is described below), determining the dimensions

di in the direction of each optimized parameter i, and taking Xi = Xq + s x

^restart X diVi whcrc s = ±1 (the sign alternates between restarts), rrestart is a

numerical factor which controls the size of the restarted simplex, and Vj is the

unit vector pointing in the direction of parameter i.

(b) Enlarge the ensemble, i.e. increase the number of configurations and/or itera-

tions used to calculate the optimized function. (More generally, decrease the

statistical error of the function values.) Then recalculate the current points

and try moving again (i.e., go to step 1).

In general, simplex tries restarts until, for two consecutive times, a CMA situation

occurs with the simplex in a position close to the position in which the last CMA occurred.

Then the ensemble is enlarged.

The restart scaling factor rrestart is a function of the ensemble size, decreasing in our

programs from a value of around 3.5 for the smallest ensemble to about 1.2 for the largest

ensemble.

The program uses two different schemes of calculating the new basis point Xq for the

restarted simplex:

1. Take the current best point as the new basis point; and
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2. Take a weighted average of all current points (that is, their coordinates) as the new

basis point. The weights Wi are determined as

v/» Jmin)
Wi = exp

where fmin is the value for the best point of the old simplex, and Afmin is its

standard error. The motivation for this procedure comes again from the statistical

nature of the values fii assuming that the errors of values of all points are approx-

imately the same, the weights represent the probability density of the true value of

the optimized function at point Xj being equal to fmin-

We use scheme 1 when the ensemble is small, i.e. when the simplex points are spread

over a large region, and the errors and the errors of the statistical errors are large. In

such cases it seems inefficient to take into account all points. Conversely, scheme 2 is used

when the ensemble is relatively large, the errors are relatively small and well behaved,

and the diflPerences between /j's are usually relatively small. In this case, it seems to be

advantageous to take all points into account.

The overall scheme of an optimization is as follows: we start with a small ensemble

and a large simplex (i.e., the distances between points are relatively large — it is advan-

tageous if the simplex covers the minimum). The value of rrestart is 3.5, thus allowing

the simplex to sample large areas of the parameter space. As the ensemble is relatively

small, the function calls are comparatively inexpensive (in terms of CPU time). Hence

the disadvantage of having to use several steps to contract again after a restart with large

'"restart is of little significance. Subsequently, as the ensemble (and the function call CPU

time expense) grows, the restart coefficient gradually decreases (to approximately 1.2) to

make the number of moves needed to contract smaller. The optimization ends when a

prescribed precision in all parameters is reached, or (in practice more frequently) when a
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given maximal ensemble size is reached (to prevent the ensemble from growing too large

because of unrealistic required precision).

The "freedom of movement" with small ensembles should allow the simplex to roughly

locate the minimum before the ensemble grows too large and every movement gets very

expensive. The large ensemble stages serve primarily to refine the minimum's coordinates.

The numerical parameters controlling "behaviour parameters" (rrestart, number of

restarts for a given ensemble, the switch between taking the single best point as a new

reference and taking a weighted average of the coordinates of all points) were determined

empirically by testing the optimization routine on a relatively simple test function having

basically a distorted quadratic shape with a superimposed statistical error simulated by

(Gaussian distributed) random numbers.





Appendix B

Fixed Ensemble Optimization

B.l Basic idea

Our method of simplex optimization (Appendix A) has one severe limitation in finding

a minimum with a good precision: as the distances between the simplex's points de-

crease, the differences between compared values become small and increasingly hard to

distinguish in the statistical "noise"

.

To decrease the statistical errors, one has to use still larger and larger ensembles, and

this way of improving the optimization quickly becomes prohibitive.

It is, however, possible to obtain the differences of the estimates for a certain quantity

with a smaller statistical error than the estimates themselves. Suppose we obtain two

estimates Ai and A2 of quantity A for two different wavefunctions ^1 and 1P2:

^' - S^l{x)dx
(^-'^

J llj2{x)A'lp2{x)dx

^^ - J^U-)dx
(^•')

The variance of their difference AA == Ai — A2 is

Vai{AA) = Yai{Ai) + Var{A2) - Cov(Ai, A2) (B.3)

If the sampling of Ai and A2 was done such that Cov(^i, ^2), the covariance of sampled

values of Ai and A2, would be high, the variance of the difference would be reduced. This

technique is usually called variance reduction via correlated sampling.
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One way to achieve that is to sample Ai and A2 using the same ensemble of con-

figurations (if ipi and ip2 are similar, local values of A should be similar as well). This,

however, means that the configurations will not be, in general, distributed according to

ipk when sampling Ak (we can choose only one wavefunction to distribute the electrons

according to). For now, let us assume that the distribution of configurations is given by

a general function p{x). The averages Ai and A2 are then given as follows:

A,. = Jp{x)

E

ilJk{x)Aipk{x)

p{x)

ll)k{Xi)kll)k{Xi)

dx I

p{xi)
I E

j p{x)

ll>l{Xi)

i'lix)

p{x)

T P(^i)
(B.4)

where the sums run over points distributed according to p{x).

If we define weights Wk-i as

Wk',i =
p{xi)

(B.5)

we can rewrite the above formula for Ak as

EiAk{Xi)Wk.i
A,

Ei m;i
(B.6)

where

is the "local" value of the operator A for wavefunction ipk at point Xi. In the particular

case of our simplex optimization, values Ai and A2 would represent energies of wavefunc-

tions that differ only slightly in their parameters. Thus the local energies are strongly

correlated.

The distribution function p{x) should be as close as possible to ipi and tp2, to prevent

unnecessary variance coming from placing too many configurations into unimportant

regions (low weight), and too few configurations into important regions (high weight)^.

^This also implies that the wavefunctions ^1 and ^^2 should not be very diflferent.
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B.2 Implementation in the simplex optimization

In our programs p(x) is chosen as the squared wavefunction with parameters of a certain

simplex point. Then the usual (as described in Appendix A) operations are performed

until simplex comes into a situation where it would normally try to enlarge the ensemble.

At this point, rather than enlarging the ensemble, a new ensemble is generated using the

wavefunction of the current best point. Simplex then continues its "usual" moves.

This procedure is repeated until the simplex generates a new ensemble at a location

very close to the previous one for two consecutive times or a given maximal number of

ensembles has been used.





Appendix C

Short Time Approximation

In this Appendix we give an intuitive "derivation" of the short time approximation to the

true Green's function. We will not attempt mathematical rigour; such a derivation can

be found in the literature (e.g., [41, Chapter on Green's Function Monte Carlo] and [34]).

Because of the similarity between the approximate Green's function used in VMC

described in Section 2.3 and DMC of Section 3.1, we will give a derivation of the DMC

approximate Green's function only. The VMC Green's function is obtained by setting

ELix) = Et mstead of El{x) = [H'0(a;)l/'0(x).

Let us consider the following partial differential equation:

iA/(x, t) - V(F{x)f(x, t)) - {E,(x) - ET)f{x, t) = ^^^ (C.l)

It describes a diffusion process combined with a flow with velocity

tp(x)

and an increase or decrease in the local density given by the rate

-{El{x) - Et)

It is straightforward to verify that the stationary solution of the above diffusion

equation (C.l) is

• ip^ for Ei{x) = const = Et

• (J)oiIj for El{x) = [IIiIj(x)]/iIj{x), i.e. El being the local energy of wavefunction ip.
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The diffusion equation can be written in an integral form:

f(x', t + r)= f G(x\ X, T)f{x, t)dx (C.2)

where G{x',x,t) is the Green's function for the diffusion equation (C.l), i.e. a solution

that satisfies the initial condition

G{x',x,0) = 6{x' -x)

For a general tp the analytical form of G{x',x,t) is not known, but it is possible

to find a "short time" approximation G{x',x,t) to G{x,x',t), "short time" meaning

that the approximation is valid for small r (more precisely, the error introduced by the

approximation is of the order o{r)).

The diffusion equation (C.l) describes three simultaneous processes: diffusion with

diffusion coefficient 1/2, drift with velocity F{x), and increase (or reduction) of density

with rate El{x) — Et- Therefore it is natural to expect that a point particle (^-function

as the initial condition) can be described as doing small drift and diffusion steps. The

density increase or decrease can be represented by having each walker carry a weight that

changes according to the density changes.

More precisely, if at the beginning the particle is at xq = x, then after the first drift

step it will be at xi = x-\-Jq F{x(t))dt. If we assume that F does not change appreciably

between the initial and the final point of the move, we can approximate the integral by

F{x)t, and Xi becomes Xi ^ x -\- F{x)t.

The consecutive diffusion step cannot be described deterministically (because diffusion

is a random process), and we can only find a probability distribution for the particle to

be somewhere in the neighborhood xi. This probability distribution is essentially the

Green's function for the diffusion process itself, i.e.:

_l_exp[-(i^] (C.3)
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where A^ is dimension of the space we are moving in (i.e. dimension of vectors x, y, . . .).

The multiplicative part of G can be interpreted, if we for a moment neglect the other

terms in the diffusion expression, as follows:

-(EUx)-ET)f{x,t) =^^
The solution of this differential equation is

/(*o + r) = f{to) exp |- p^\EL{x{t)) - Erldt^

Assuming that the quantity EL(x{t)) — Et remains approximately constant on the

path, we can approximate

{EL{x{t)) - Et) « {EL{x{to)) - Et) = {El{xo) - Et) (C.4)

and we get

/(to + r)=/(io)e-^(^^(^«^-^-)

Combining together all three steps we come to an approximation of the Green's

function G{x' ^ x, r):

{x' -X- tF{x))''
G{x\x,r)^

^^^^^^^^^
exp ^-ni.i^{x)-i.T)

(C.5)
2r

As mentioned above, this is the short time approximation for DMC. The correspond-

ing short time approximation for VMC is obtciined by leaving out the last exponential

factor.





Appendix D

Cusp Conditions

In this Appendix we describe the cusp conditions that should be obeyed by the trial

wavefunction to keep the total energy nonsingular in the case of two particles approaching

each other. According to the colliding pair of particles, we will separately investigate

electron-nuclear and electron-electron cusp conditions.

D.l Electron-nuclear cusp condition

In this section we investigate the case when one electron approaches the nucleus while all

other electrons stay separated from each other and from the nucleus in such a position

that we can assume '^^(x) > e > for all nucleus-close positions of the colliding electron.

Let the colliding electron have label k.

D.1.1 Multielectron Determinants

The one-electron part of the hamiltonian (we ignore the electron-electron interaction,

which is nonsingular in the investigated case) is

Ho = -lE^i-Z^^

We will show that, under the assumption formulated below, the local energy is nonsin-

gular: Suppose that
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every orbital Xj obeys its own cusp condition in the form

AXi(r) 2Z . n« —lZ
+ o{f)

r-»0Xi(r)

• ^ifc
—

^ 0, while all other Tj's stay nonzero and such that '^'^(x) > e > 0.

• the wavefunction can be written as a determinant of the x matrix^ i.e.

^ = det(ay) with a^ = Xife)

To prove that Ei^ is well behaved, we expand the determinant along its /:-th column, and

denote the determinants of the matrices (ajj) with the row i and column k left out as

(-l)'-^*Ai,:

i

Then

L^i AikClik

^ik Ei ^iArflifc

This term (multiplied in Ho by 1/2) cancels the Zjrk singularity coming from the electron-

nuclear Coulomb interaction. Since under the above assumptions all other terms in Ho

are nonsingular, the local energy is well-behaved, as required.

^A more general form (sum of several determinants) is a straightforward generalization.
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D.1.2 Inclusion of the correlation function

We assume now the following form of the wavefunction:

ip = det{aij)J

This can be very efficiently dealt with by including J into the determinant: it is obvious

that if we multiply one column of the matrix by J, the value of the determinant will by

multiplied by J as well. Therefore we can write

ip = det(ajj) where a\j = <

Hj for i y^ k

aijJ ioT i = k

Thus the analysis in the preceding section applies to orbitals multiplied by the correlation

factor.

In the following paragraph we will present a condition on J that ensures that the

inclusion of the correlation factor does not influence the required cusp condition for the

orbitals x- For this purpose, let us consider a modified orbital x'-

def
X = X'J

We begin by writing

X' ~ xJ X xJ J

where all the derivatives are with respect to r^.

We consider a general J in the form of a product of exponential correlation factors'^

,

containing explicitly /-j, r^, r^f

^This is the most widely (including this work) used form.
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To make notation simpler, we will use

Jij — J\Tij Tjt Tij)

and

Let us now look at the terms of Ax'/x'- The term

xJ

does not contain any 1/r quantities (it involves only a product of two unit vectors). The

last term leads to the following:

J

df{rk,rj,rkj) Tk dlkj^j

dvk Tk drkjTkj

E

drk Tk dTkjTkj
+

d'hkj
+

d^fkj
. o ^% ^kj-n

, ,

dfkj 2
, dfkj 2

5r? ^'^^
+ 2- + 4- +

k drl- drkdrkj VkjVk ' ' dvk Vk ' drkjTkj

Only last two terms contain 1/r type quantities. Since for ta: —> we have^ Vkj —> r^ 7^ 0,

the Tkj term will not contribute to the divergency. Hence, only the term

dfkj 2

dvk Tk

is important for the cusp condition. If we require that the cusp condition for the orbitals

do not change when J is included, we have to set

drk
= (D.l)

rk=0

'In the investigated situation, i.e. all other electrons are separated from the nucleus.
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Thus, under this condition, we only need to consider the "bare" orbitals (which, in

our case, include "electron-nuclear correlation" terms—see Eq. (8.1)). If two electrons

approach the nucleus simultaneously, the diverging term in AJ/J takes care of their

diverging repulsion, as we discuss in the following section.

D.2 Electron-electron cusp condition

This section describes the cusp condition when two electrons approach each other. We

assume that all electrons stay separated from the nucleus, and except for the two colliding

electrons all other electrons are separated from each other. If the colliding electrons are

of opposite spin, we assume a nonzero wavefunction; if they are of the same spin, we

assume that the only "source" of the wavefunction being zero is the coalescing of these

two electrons. We first recall the notation:

Jij = Jvii'^j') ^ij

)

Tij = Ti — Tj

and now proceed with the actual analysis, taken in part from Dobos [15].

For a wave function ip of the form

ip = iIj J = tp exp (D.2)

(where -0 = ip^ip^ is the product of spin-up and spin-down determinants) the kinetic

energy T is

lAip
T = -

2 -0
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_£ V^
I

^-v £Vij £i ,
C'/ij Tij

Jj^
\ dVi Ti CfTij Tij IJ 1 1' ij

_Y f^1 + ^-^j ^

5ri rj dvij Tij

(D.3)

Now let us consider two electrons /: and / approaching each other.

If the two electrons are of the opposite spin, ip is not zero (according to assumptions),

and it is only the last term in (D.3) which diverges as 1/rki. However, in the electron-

electron potential energy

V =W^
^ ij '»J

we have a term with the same behavior. Therefore, if we choose

dJki

dvki
Tkl^O

for k, I of the opposite spin (D.4)

the two divergent terms will cancel each other, giving a well-behaved total energy.

If the two electrons are of the same spin, ip vanishes as r^i —^ (i/^ is antisymmetric

with respect to interchange of any two spin-like electron labels). For small rjt/ we can

write

where c is a constant vector.

Ip^C'Tkl

This approximation gives no singularities in —^ and

Vk'ip c

ip C'Tkl

Hence, by choosing

df,kl

dvki
rkl^O

for /:, / of the same spin (D,5)
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we can ensure that the 1/rki singularity of the second and the last term in (D.3) will

cancel the corresponding term from the potential energy, giving again a well-behaved

total energy.

Equations (D.4) and (D.5) give the general form of the cusp conditions for the corre-

lation factor fij.

The correlation factor in our actual simulations is

Jij
—

1 + bijTij

with the derivative

drij
ri,=0

Therefore, the conditions (D.4) and (D.5) lead to

1/4 if z and j are of like spin
fljj = < (D.6)

1/2 if i and j are of unlike spin

as discussed in Section 8.1.

We also considered using an extended form of the correlation factor^:

Jij ~ 2-/ ^no\ijTi '^j'^ij \^'')
m,n,o

where m, n, a run over several pre-selected values. The quantities fj and f^ defined as

-. = ^»

* ~ 1 + biU

r.. = '^
'^

IH- bijUj

and Cmno,ij, bi and 6y are constant coefficients (because of symmetry requirements, there

are actually much fewer free parameters than the notation suggests). The correlation

factor used in our simulations is a special case of this general expression where we have

only one triplet (m, n, a) = (0, 0, 1).

^This form was used in the VMC calculations by Alexander and Coldwell [1].
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The cusp requirements on / given by (D.7) are as follows: the electron-nuclear cusp

condition (D.l) requires

Clno;ij = Cmlo;ij = for all 71, 0,i, j

whereas the electron-electron cusp requirements (D.4) and (D.5) give

(D.8)

tty for m = n =

otherwise.

(D.9)





Appendix E

Autocorrelation Time

In all of the Monte Carlo algorithms described in this work, one encounters the follow-

ing phenomenon: The current position of a walker (configuration) is dependent on the

position in the preceding iteration. Thus successive samples of all quantities are not

independent.

This becomes obvious in the r —> limit of DMC: Since the moves are very smcill,

the subsequent positions of particles are very strongly correlated.

The correlation has a dramatic effect on the efficiency of the simulation, particularly

on the variance of the estimated means. Since subsequent samples are not independent,

the standard formula for calculating the standard error of the mean of quantity A, i.e.

{AAY = j^iiA') - (AY) (E.l)

(where A^ is the number of samples and is assumed to be large) which holds for indepen-

dent samples, is not valid.

Instead, one could use

(A^)^ = ^((^l^) - (4)2)(1 + 2p, + 2p, + ...) (E.2)

where pi, p2, ... represent the first, second, etc... covariance corrections to the variance

estimate. It is, however, computationally quite expensive to estimate these coefficients

(at least the important subset of them).

Instead, some authors (see e.g. [4]) use the following scheme: divide the iterations
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into large "blocks" of many iterations each, and treat these blocks as independent (which

they, in a good approximation, are).

We decided to carry this step further and take all iterations of one particle as one

"block" , i.e. we treat the average of each sampled quantity over all iterations of a particu-

lar configuration as independent. As described in Chapter 5, this is true exactly in VMC

and our DMC implementation; in usual DMC algorithms (with variable trial energy), it

is a very good approximation.

The autocorrelation time for a simple VMC algorithm can be then defined as

T = lim
V^^i large blocks /g „x

block size-oo (A A)2j„g,e iterations

where (A^)farge blocks i^ calculated from Eq. (E.l) using the "all iterations" averages, and

(Ayl)gingie iterations ^ Calculated from the same equation using single iteration samples as

independent values. (Note that (A)"^ is the same in both cases; only (A^) and A^ change).

It should be noted that the autocorrelation time depends on the quantity sampled

(and on the wavefunction as well). Usually, one calculates Tc based on the energy

(see [36, 37]).

We used this formula to estimate the autocorrelation time of the VMC moving

schemes described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. In VMC, one tries to achieve as low au-

tocorrelation time as possible to maximize the number of "independent" samples.

When using weighted averages (as in DMC or weighted VMC sampling), the Tc es-

timate from Eq. (E.3) tends to be smaller than a corresponding estimate for the same

sampling without weights. This can be attributed to an artificial "decorrelating" eff'ect

of weighting similar values by different weights; however, since Tc does not enter any

actual calculation and serves only as a guide on the relative efficiencies of algorithms,

this drawback is not harmful to the actual calculation. The actual autocorrelation time

can be estimated by turning the weighting off and then using Eq. (E.3).
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It should also be mentioned the Tc alone is not a sufficient estimation of an algorithm's

efficiency. Rather, a product of the variance cr^ and Tc should be used (see [37]). This

applies especially to DMC and weighted sampling in VMC, where different importance

samplings may lead to very different variances.





Appendix F

Truncations

In this Appendix we describe our procedure of truncating extreme sampled values and

its theoretical foundation.

To decrease the variance of the estimates, quantities that exhibit integrable singular-

ities can be truncated at some (r-dependent) cutoff such that the r —>^ extrapolation

will lead to a correct estimate (see [14, 37, 39]). In certain cases, e.g. the r"^ and Yl ^{n)

quantities, our estimators have (theoretically) infinite variance:

Var{r-n = ((r"^)^) - {{r-'))' (F.l)

Since

dx

is infinite (because of terms of type 1/r^), the variance is also infinite. Since our 6

estimator contains the r~^ quantity, its variance is also infinite. In Section 6.2 we treat

this problem from the point of view of VMC, which has the advantage of being able to

easily modify the sampled distribution to achieve a finite variance of the estimator. In

DMC, proper truncation is necessary to have a well-behaved estimator.

The actual truncation is simple: suppose the sampled number for a quantity A for

configuration i in iteration j is Aij. If A^ < ^min? set Aij <— Amm- If ^ij > ^max? set

Aij *— Amaxj where ^— means the assignment of a value, and Amin and A^ax are current

truncation cutoffs.
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F.l Determining the truncation cutoffs

We have chosen to determine the truncation cutoflPs as follows. For each quantity A we

keep the ensemble of untruncated sampled values ^ When this ensemble reaches a certain

size Na, it is ordered (in ascending order). An average Ai of m^ values around the n^-th

lowest value and a corresponding average Au of rriA values around the n^-th highest value

are used to update the lower and upper truncation cutoffs Amin and A^ax, respectively.

(The average of all so far obtained Ai values is used as Amin, and, correspondingly, the

average of all so far obtained Ay, values is used as AmBx)-

We call the ratio ja = i^a/^a the truncation percentile for the quantity A. Each

sampled quantity has its own (preselected) truncation parameters Na, tha, and 7^.

To obtain a nonbiased extrapolated result, the truncation percentiles must approach

as r —
> 0. The simplest model one can use is ja ^ ^"^ where aa (referred to as

the truncation exponent in the following) is a constant chosen such that the bias due to

truncations is on the order of r, i.e. o(r).

As we will show shortly, q;a = 1 does not guarantee this behaviour for every quantity.

F.2 Nodal singularities

In this section, we deal with truncation of estimators that involve expressions of type

where 5 is a function that can be approximated by a nonzero constant in the immediate

vicinity of a node.

If the trial wavefunction tp satisfies the electron-nuclear and electron-electron cusp

^Technical (i.e., programming) details are not exactly as described: We do not keep the whole en-

semble, but only the required number of lowest and highest values for each quantity.
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conditions (see Appendix D), the local energy diverges only at the nodes of the wave-

function due to the term

~f
This is of the above type (F.2), since in the immediate vicinity of a node we can approx-

imate

Aijj w const

Also, the 6 estimator contains

dtfj/dri

which can be approximated by F.2, since we can again write

dtp
7— « const

However, since the wavefunction is (by definition) zero at the node, the lowest order

approximation is

ip (XX±_

where xx_ is the distance of the configuration from the node^.

For the sake of generality, let the truncated quantity be denoted A. Let us now turn

to the actual analysis of the divergence.

Close to the node, A can be approximated as

const
A{x)

XL

Let us choose a particular xj. and estimate the contribution Ax_^ to the estimate of A

coming from points closer to the nodes than xj.. We have

^xi = /
il?{x)A{x)dx (X / _ x\—dx

Jx±<x± Jx±<x± X±

'That is, the distance from the closest point where ^ =
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Since, in general, the nodal surfaces are (A^ — l)-dimensional, the last integral will be

proportional to x^:

To have

Axj_ oc o{t)

we need

x± oc '\/t

If the bias due to truncations is to be less than A^j^ , only points within x± of a node

should be affected by the truncation. We assume that they occupy the tails of the sorted

ensemble mentioned in section F.l ^

The truncation percentile is given by the probability p{x±) of a configuration being

closer to the node than x±. p{x±) is given as

Pi^±) = /
ijj^{x)dx (X / x]_dx oc x]_

Jx±<.x± Jx±<.x±

Thus, these tails account for a part of the whole ensemble proportional x]_. For a proper

extrapolation, we require x± oc r^/^; hence the required truncation percentiles go as r^/^.

F.3 Singularities of distribution moments estimators

In this section, we derive the truncation exponent bounds for the quantities (r^) with

k = 1,2,-1,-2. Since the (Y>i^{fi)) estimator behaves both very close and very far

from the nucleus as r~^, the following analysis applies to it as well.

Although r and r^ quantities do not diverge at points with -0 7^ 0, it is still advanta-

geous to perform the truncations.

^This is certainly true for the energy, which diverges only at the nodes. The 6 estimator, however,

also diverges at the nucleus. The "interference" of values coming from these two different singularities is

not dealt with, even though we must concede that there is no a priori assurance that this "interference"

will not change the needed truncation exponents.
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The extreme values are taken near the nucleus and very far from the nucleus. Each

of these cases is treated in a separate subsection below.

F.3.1 Electrons far from the nucleus

For a given large R, the probability pr of encountering an electron with r > R is given

as follows:

Pr= f ip'^{x)dx (X f e~^''r^dr oc R^e~^^
Jr>R Jr>R

where we assumed an asymptotic exponential form of the wavefunction with exponent

(, and have "hidden" the integration over all other components of the 3A^-dimensional

variable x into the proportionality constant.

The effect on (r*^) of configurations with electrons further than R from the origin is

given as

4 '^f
f ^\xydx oc / e-^'r^'r^'dr oc R^'-'^e'^^
Jr>R Jr>R

We require

which is safely obeyed if

In this case we need

This can be fulfilled by setting

with

TrOCT

, 1
it oc In —

r

p« « rln^r

PR OC r"

a > 1
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F.3.2 Electrons close to the nucleus

For a given small e, the probability p^ of encountering an electron with r < e is propor-

tional to e^:

Pe oc e^

The eflPect r^ of configurations with r < e on quantity (r^), where A; = ±1, ±2, is

,k _ f j,2^ki^ _ / ^A: j_ _ 3+fc
fe I

il?r^dx oc / r^dx oc e^

Jr<€ Jr<e

Thus, if we require

we have

This gives

rj oc r

e oc r3+*

Pe (X r3+*

i.e. any exponent a satisfying

<^>-^ forir") (F.3)

will ensure that the leading term of truncation bias is o(r) or higher.
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